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ABSTRACT
A new design model for the creation of structural components has been developed.
In this model, the shape is expressed by its areas of prominence or maximum curvature, for
which we use the term pseudoedges. In terms of traditional design, these represent fillet,
chamfer and intersection lines, as well as simple character lines of the shape. The
pseudoedges of the model combine with a skeletal shape that is used as a starting form,
thereby creating a hierarchy of geometric dependencies that affords both global and local
control. The surface is represented by a quilt of parametric patches, with tangent plane
continuity everywhere and only certain isolated singularities. Considerable degrees of
deformation are possible, with predictable control and at small computational expense.
Multiply connected shapes are modeled with no need for computation of intersections or
parameter space trimming of patches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Motivation
Many manufactured objects have in common a surface shape dominated by
distinctive elongated areas of prominence. These are sometimes labeled as a true edge that
has been chamfered, filleted or blended, and sometimes as a bend or fold in the surface.
An artist, operating with regard to human
perception of shape, will represent all these
features as lines in a sketch. (figure 1.1) A
starting premise in this work has been to
capture this intuitive understanding.
These objects are also real; they posess
material properties and exhibit a determined
behavior when subjected to external
influences such as loading or temperature
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deformation. While this can be studied
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Figure 1.1 A typical structural component.

from the point of view of a flexible artifact or accident damage to a rigid structure,.
deformation is also a very interesting concept for design. Human beings are very adept at
managing deformable objects, and there has been much interest already in the subject of
providing the computer aided design user with models that permit geometry to be sculpted
interactively, behaving somewhat like a mass of putty (Pentland 87) or a smooth flexible
membrane (Celniker 1990). Spatial wands to interact in three dimensions with an object
promise to improve user interface to such models (Sachs et al, 1990).
Shapes have idealized properties in our minds, that is, they often suggest to us an
underlying order. This is particularly true of objects composed of elongated members; these
suggest simple linked lines, as a stick man suggests the human figure. One of the views we
will take in this work is that ascribing skeletal or simplified features to shape is of general
benefit in the design process, even when the shape models an object that in its finished
form is not built up from a skeleton but rather cast out of molten metal or welded together
from elements of stock.
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These three ideas-surface shape character, deformability, and skeletal
structuring-will remain with us for the rest of this study.
1.2 Introductory Examples
To motivate further discussion, we will consider here some examples of objects
designed with the Pseudoedge system and the basic aspects of their makeup. The
architecture of the system will be discussed in depth in chapter 5. The system is fully
implemented as an interactive design program on a graphics workstation, and the
illustrations accompanying the examples are direct screen output from this program.
First, consider a simple connecting-rod type of object, with two rings connected by
a beam.(figure 1.2) Figure 1.2 a shows the object represented by its surface character lines
or pseudoedges. Figure 1.2 c shows the resulting closed surface of the model, derived
from the character lines. Figure 1.2 b shows the spline skeleton that serves as a model
foundation and gives overall character to the shape. This modeler functions hierarchically,
that is, at any point that the designer changes the shape of the inner skeleton, the
pseudoedges will follow suit, and so will the surface, as can be seen in figure 1.2d, where
the arm has recieved a gentle curve. If the designer wishes to modify only the position of
certain pseudoedges, this also has predictable results (figure 1.2e.) Note that the surface
has no sharp edges; it is everywhere blended. Sharp edges can also be produced as needed.

Figure 1.2 a The pseudoedges of a simple model
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Figure 1.2 b Spline skeleton

Figure 1.2 c Closed surface

[

I

Figure 1.2 d With bend

I

Figure 1.2 d With bend

Figure 1.2 e With local modifications to the pseudoedges.
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Second, we have a model of a sports style cast auto wheel (figure 1.3) Figure 1.3a,
b and c show the pseudoedges, spline skeleton and solid surface as above. The inner hub
and the rim both form units that can behave as solid bodies, permitting modifications to the
design such as in figure 1.3d. Here the hub has been rotated with respect to the rim,
producing a different wheel design; the spline skeletons in the spokes are set up so that they
adapt their shape automatically to the change in relative position of their attachment points.

Figure 1.3 a The pseudoedges on a model of a cast auto wheel.

Figure 1.3 b The spline skeleton of the wheel.
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Fi•nre 1.3 c Closed surface.

Figure 1.3 d Twisted wheel.
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Third, let us assume the cast auto wheel is actually part of a hypothetical, simplified
aircraft undercarriage (figure 1.4) and is mounted on a strut that pivots for retraction.
Sigure 1.4 a shows the assembly in lowered position. Figure 1.4b shows it partially raised,
and figure 1.4 c shows it fully retracted. The geometry grouping capability of the modeler
that in the wheel design example permitted changing the relative position of hub and rim
has been used here to move the strut-wheel assembly with respect to the support frame.

Figure 1.4 a The assembly in lowered position.

Chapter1 * Introduction

Figure 1.4 b The assembly at mid-travel

Figure 1.4 c The assembly in retracted position.
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1.3 Geometric Modeling Background
We will now step back and briefly examine some of the key issues surrounding the
construction of geometric models for the representation of physical objects, as a necessary
prerequisite to a description of our approach.
To begin with we will consider rigorous mathematical models of the geometry of
physical objects, as treated in the field of solid modeling. Later, in section 1.3 c, we
consider how models that in principle do not properly represent a physical object, such as
non closed surfaces, can be processed to become valid solids. Sections 1.3 a and b draw
largely from material in Mortenson(85) and Mantyla(88).
1.3 a Solid Modeling Fundamentals
To begin with we need a definition of a solid. Mantyla(88) follows Requicha(80) in
this statement:
"A solid is bounded, regular, closed subset of E3."
Regularization is included to exclude potential subsets of E3 that have isolated
points, lines or surfaces in their composition; it amounts, informally, to removing all parts
of the set that have zero thickness (composed of one layer of points only, like a line or
surface) and "filling in" the remaining regions with material. A bounded regular set is also
called an r-set (Requicha 80, Mantyla 88)
This said, there are two basic approaches to the description of solids. The first
approach is concerned primarily with three dimensional nature, finds its roots in point set
topology, and can be calledpoint-set modeling. The second, no less rigorous approach is
concerned primarily with the bounding surfaces of the solid, is rooted in algebraic
topology, and can be called boundary modeling . To state this in a more intuitive way, the
two possible ways to describe any material object are by either representing the location of
its matter (be it by enumerating its atoms or another more practical method) or by
representing only its surface and specifying what type of matter is to fill its interior.
We will now discuss some realworld modeling strategies. The three most
important methods in use for constructing solid models are constructive solid geometry,
boundary representationsor B-reps and sweep representations. (Mortenson 85, ch. 10.)
Constructive Solid Geometry or CSG is the most direct result of the application of point-set
modeling theory, and B-Reps result from applying boundary modeling theory. Sweep
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representations have had their theoretical foundation laid out only recently by Pegna(88)
and can yield surfaces, surfaces as boundaries for solids, and point-set descriptions of
solids.
Constructive solid geometry (CSG) represents the design as the boolean
combination of simple primitives, including such operations as intersection, union, and
difference. Primitives are usually very simple and complex shapes are achieved through
assembly of binary tree structures with the finished object at the root and the primitives at
the leaf positions. One of the virtues of this approach is that the model construction
operations are in most cases fairly intuitive, facilitating ground-up design. Also, the storage
needs for models are relatively small due to the conciseness of the binary tree.Cell
decomposition is a scheme which can be viewed as a subcategory of CSG. It uses a small
set of valid solid primitives, which can be parametrized and deformable, and a single
operation between them, gluing. primitive instancing can be viewed as a special case of
this approach in which there is only one cell and all modeling actions take the form of
parametric variations. Decomposition modeling is particularly attractive for the purpose of
finite element analysis, where the cells can be identified with volumetric finite elements.

Figure 1.5 A sweep object.

Sweep representations define a point set by a surface or solid moved on a
space curve. Figure 1.5 shows a suface that has been moved along a space curve, defining
a solid as the union of all the points it traverses in the process. If a line rather than a surface
is moved, the result is not a point set solid but a surface. In general, a sweep is capable of
representing m-dimensional objects via m-1 dimensional objects. Some standard sweep
terms to be used in this thesis are generatoror generatrixfor the line or surface that is
translated, and directoror directrix for the curve that guides the translation. A precise
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development of sweep mathematics is to be found in Pegna (88). Sweep modeled objects
are often used as primitives for another scheme such as Constructive solid geometry.
Boundary representations define a solid indirectly by its bounding
surface.While CSG is particularly fitting for ground-up design of objects, a B-rep can be
used both in a freestanding design tool and as an alternate representation to assist the
working of a CSG modeler, defined automatically from the boolean model.
Since this thesis will be concerned with a boundary modeling system, it is best to
dedicate a separate section to this subject.
1.3 b Boundary Representations
The type of surface useful as a boundary representation is termed a 2-manifold. Its
definition follows (Mantyla 88)
"A 2-manifold M is a topological space where every point has a neighborhood
topologically equivalent to an open disk of E2."
Additionally, if the 2-manifold is topologically equivalent to the boundary of an rset (see section 1.3a) it is termed realizable.
These realizable 2-manifolds used for boundary representation are usually
assembled out of a collection of faces "glued" together. In evaluating whether this
collection of faces and the associated "gluing" operations will yield a valid solid, tools from
the previously mentioned field of algebraic topology are needed. We will discuss some of
them in the upcoming analysis section.
The computer implementation of such a 2-manifold representation of a solid is
usually known as a Boundary representation or B-rep. The information contained in a Brep falls into two general categories, topological and geometric. Topological data involves
the connectivity between the mathematical elements or faces used to build the model, (the
"gluing" referred to earlier) and geometric data fixes the variable parameters or degrees of
freedom of each face. The two are of course closely linked, and there are both geometric
values that violate the given topology and topological connectivities that preclude a viable
geometry.
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a

E4

E

c
Figure 1.6 The boundary representation of a pyramid.

A simple example of this construction is in figure 1.6. The pentagonal pyramid
(figure 1.6 a) is composed of six faces, and these can be laid out in a plane map as seen in
figure 1.6 c; this is also called an atlas. The topological information is carried in the arrows
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and labels that relate the faces to each other, and the geometric information is in the actual
coordinates of each vertex. Note that substituting curved faces for the planes (figure 1.6 b)
can be seen as a deformation of the entire object and will not affect its basic topological
nature. Also note the interaction possibilities between geometric and topological data: The
geometric data need only be supplied as 2D coordinates in the plane map, and as long as the
lengths of the mating faces match, they can be built up using the topological (connectivity)
information with the result that the geometry becomes three dimensional.
Topological data is then stored as faces, edges and vertices linked together by
pointer references. The chain of references forms a graph. Geometric data is mostly in the
form of vertex coordinates; in fact in a planar-face model that's all that is necessary. In a
curved or free form faced model, such properties as surface tangents and twists are also
specified, either by some automatic algorithm or directly by the user.
Analysis of boundary representations
We have seen how boundary representations can validly represent solids. We now
review some of the qualities that make them useful for a practical modeling environment.
First of all we must be able to interrogate the model regarding global topology: The
tool for this is Euler's formula, which governs closed and oriented polyhedral-like objects.
The following arguments draw from Mortenson(85).
X=V-E+F

(1.1)

Where X denotes the Euler characteristic of the surface, V the number of vertices, E
the number of edges, and F the number of faces. If the following conditions hold,
1)All faces are simply connected and bounded by a single ring of edges.
Topologically they are equivalent to disks.They may be curved.
2) Each edge adjoins exactly two faces and is terminated by a vertex at each
end. Edges need not be straight; they are arcs of any shape.
3 )At least three edges meet at each vertex.
Then
S=2n

(1.2)
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where n is any positive integer. The Euler characteristic is one of the so called
topologicalinvariants, which include also the total curvature of the surface K = 2 7tX and
the connectivity (or number of holes through the object) g = (2 -X)/2. The rules for adding
and removing edges, faces and vertices from a model without violating the Euler constraint
are called Euler Operators. Note that the formulation has a few expanded forms; it can be
extended to admit faces with holes by considering also a hole number H, for example.
It is important to stress how these global operations are available for any surface,
curved or flat, on which we have defined a net of edges and vertices that divide it up into
disc-equivalent portions as outlined in the three above rules. In fact, all nets on the same
closed surface have the same Euler characteristic.In the case of surfaces pieced together
from curved patch primitives, as will be done in this thesis, the line boundaries between the
patches are a naturally ocurring net that satisfies those rules. Mantyla (88) shows B-rep
manipulation algorithms that use Euler operators to perform boolean operations on pairs of
objects, permitting an interactive process similar to that of a pure CSG modeler.
The second of the topological invariants mentioned above, the total curvature, is
noteworthy because it relates the integral of a local characteristic, the curvature at a point, to
the topology of the object . For flat faceted objects one can also compute a total curvature,
which it turns out is concentrated at the vertices (where the local value is infinite.) Again,
this value is the same K = 2 i• as for the curved object. The fact that this holds for any
closed surface is known as the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.

Parametric Patches
There is a clear tradeoff between information carried as topological pointers and
geometric information. The simplest type of geometric representation is the flat face. Using
flat faces only in a modeling scheme produces what is commonly called a faceted object.
Since a facet is fully described by the coordinates of its vertices, the geometric information
involved is minimal. Also, since the primitives are so simple, the models are relatively
amenable to analysis, and as long as we are trying to model mostly faceted shapes with

little or no blending of edges, the representation is fitting.
When there is a need for representation of curved shape, however, it makes more
sense to use primitives that are more flexible, since the alternative-using many small faces
to approximate the shape-produces a model with an unintuitive and cluttered topological
atlas. The most generally practical higher level primitives are the well known parametric
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patches, whose shape is controlled by the coefficients of a set of polynomials that relate a
pair (u,v) of parameters (usually in the [0, 1] range) to x, y and z values of a point on a
surface. This is the system used for creating surfaces throughout this thesis.

Fimire 1.7 A comuosite parametric patch surface and u,v parameter space of one patch.__

_

Figure 1.7 shows a composite parametric patch surface, with 6 patches, meant to be
a model of an automobile front fender. Patch #4 is showing its u, v parameter space.
Evaluation of physical properties
Given a solid described by a boundary model composed of parametric patches, a
reliable process is possible for the evaluation of volumetric properties such as weight and
moment of inertia of the object. Mortensen(85) refer to Timmer and Stern(80) for this
process. In brief, the method consists in applying Gauss's theorem,

V

.n do
ff Sdr=

n - unit surface normal

V divergence, (a/ax, a/ay, a/az)
(1.3)
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which permits the reduction of volume integrals to surface integrals. This assumes that
surface points and surface normals can be computed efficiently everywhere on the surface.
Since integration must be limited to the active portions of the surface, the process is greatly
facilitated if the surface elements have very simply defined boundaries. We will see how
the surfaces produced in this thesis have such a simple composition.

1.3 c Offsets
We have seen so far what mathematical objects constitute valid physical object
representations, and this brings up an important issue. There is a large category of objects
that are composed mostly or entirely of thin walls of material; injection molded product
housings and automobile sheet metal panels are some examples. A complete solid
representation of these objects is not practical, since it is intuitive that it suffices to express
the surface shape and a thickness value (which might be permitted to vary over the surface)
in order to have a good understanding of the object.

Figure 1.8 An offset to a surface.

The way in which such a representation can be made into a complete solid
representation is by defining an offset to the original surface, that is, by translating each
point by the thickness value in a direction normal to the surface (see fig 1.8) The set of all
points that the surface points traverse in this operation can be declared a point-set model of
the solid. There is a very great resemblance between this operator and the sweep operator
discussed in section 1.3 a.
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While a surface that defines a solid through an offsetting process need not be also
valid as a B-rep (there is no need for it to be closed anymore) it does however still have to
be sided, that is, the surface normal must be defined everywhere such that it does not
reverse in direction at the junction between the surface building primitives.
1.3 d Summary
A summary of this modeling discussion is as follows. A solid object can be defined
by two approaches, both fundamentally grounded: The point-set approach uses point-set
topology and results in boolean operations acting on solid primitives to construct shape; the
boundary approach uses algebraic topology, constructing objects by Euler operators and/or
by the evaluation of boolean, point-set based models. Boundary models can be built up
from parametric surface patch primitives, incorporating convenient testing for validity and
efficient analysis for physical properties of the modeled object. Offsets can be applied to
surfaces for the purpose of representing thin walled solids.
1.4 Shape Features - Skeletons and Pseudoedges
In the preceding section we discussed some of the necessary conditions that a
geometric model must meet in order to be useful in representing physical objects. We now
turn to those features that might be of aid in the process of shape creation and modification.
We stated earlier that we wished to capture an intuitive understanding of surface
shape through the use of pseudoedge information. Another goal is to use a minimal starting
point for shape description that expresses the essence of the shape. In this respect, we can
find some noteworthy examples from the field of shape analysis.
In two dimensions, there exists an actual line-segment shape skeleton that can be
extracted from a closed contour. This is known as the Medial Axis Transform (Patrikalakis
and Gursoy,1990) (see figure 1.9) The clearest way to understand this skeleton is the
"grassfire analogy". Picture a fire starting from the boundary of the shape and burning
inwards, until it encounters itself and extinguishes. The extinction lines are the medial axis
transform. More formally, the medial axis transform is the result of joining the centers of
all the circles that can be inscribed in the contour and that touch it in at least two places.
This result does not extend to 3-D in any simple manner. The method analogous to the 2-D
one would be to inscribe spheres that touch the (hopefully closed) surface in at least three
points. Uniting the sphere centers unfortunately often produces not a line but a surface, and
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while we have tools to use line skeletons for shape control, it is unclear how we would
proceed with a skeletal surface, especially when we are attempting the reverse process, to
design starting from a skeleton.

Figure 1.9 The medial axis transform of a planar shape (from Patrikalakis and Gursoy 1990).
So, while we would like to design using a skeleton that is essential and unique to
the finished shape, we will be happy to proceed by prescribing a core skeletal shape in a
sensible way, building a shape upon it, and keeping that skeleton associated to the model at

all times. This skeleton we will consider to be the most fundamental shape feature of the
overall volume of the part. The pseudoedge, in turn, we see as the most basic surface shape
feature. As such, it can be viewed also as a skeleton, somewhat like the poles of a modem
tubular frame tent, which support a stretched fabric skin. It seems appropriate to unite these
two, inner skeleton and pseudoedge skeleton, into a single modeling approach.
This said, our approach is to build a collection of linked curves, in the manner of

sweep directors, and on these curves mount crossectional designs, which can be seen as a
discretization of a generator curve function. The pseudoedges are pinned to points on the
perimeter of these crossections. (Chapter 4, figure 4.4) and to a close approximation
behave as embedded in the space of their corresponding director.
Perhaps the most pleasing result of this representation is that it eliminates
intersections, blends, fillets and chamfers. All of these can be represented by the
pseudoedge, as long as the system has a structural mechanism that admits building a
smooth surface with pseudoedges wherever necessary, and also admits eliminating the
smoothness and going to true sharp edges as desired.
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1.5 Thesis Objective
The objective of this work has been, at the practical level, the development of a
design model suitable for a variety of underbody automotive components, the general
interest of Nissan Motor co. Ltd., our industrial collaborator, and at the theoretical level,
the formulation of a novel and useful geometric design technique.
The requirements that we set out to meet are:
- Reduction of shape to a set of intuitive features
- Local and global control of shape

- Surface smoothness (if desired for the object in question)
- Fast evaluation for interactivity with the model.
- Potential for integration with a solid modeling environment.
Since the goals were set, the research has yielded the following specific results:
-The creation of a new modeling scheme for the boundary representation of
structural components, Pseudoedge, which recognizes fundamental shape features,
generates nonintersected, blended, multiply connected shapes. The scheme uses
only standard bicubic surface patches and maintains tangent plane continuity
virtually everywhere, with the option of producing sharp edges as desired.
-The implementation of this scheme in the form of two realtime-interactive
workstation-based design programs.
In the remainder of the thesis, following a review of related work, we will first
introduce a procedure for composing a model framework or skeleton, and then demonstrate
the creation of a continuous closed surface to accurately describe the object This will be
done by first presenting a step by step breakdown of a modeling run of one of the realtimeinteiractive implementations of Pseudoedge. A description of the architecture of the system
is next, followed by further examples of model creation with the system. A discussion
section will attempt to clarify some finer issues of the approach. The conclusions and future
work chapter proposes some useful refinements and extensions to the present scheme. The
appendices will cover the details of the implementation and certain key issues in surface
mathematics.
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2 RELATED WORK
In this section we make a survey of the approaches taken so far to the computer
aided design of shape that address flexible control, understood as the capacity to make both
local and global changes to shape at any stage in the design process of a complete object,
with an interest also in the reduction of shape to simpler levels of expression.
2.1 Physical Modeling and Partial Differential Equation Shape Design
The Physical Modeling approach is characterized by viewing shape as the solution
to a set of differential equations and boundary conditions. An alternate way of viewing this
operation is that the surface corresponds to the minimum energy state of a functional
defined over the domain of possible shapes that could be adopted. In the case of Celniker
(1990) what is minimized is a weighted combination of the integrated stretch and curvature
of the surface, simulating in a linear fashion the (nonlinear) strain energy of a real
membrane. The actual solution may be found by either the finite difference method, giving
discrete data points, or by finite elements, yielding a continuous representation.
Celniker works towards an interactive design package by formulating two
primitives, deformable curves and finite element triangles. The curves define the
constraints to the shape, while the triangles link the curves by a continuous, fair surface
that can be controlled by pressures and point forces. As will be seen, there is some practical
resemblance between this and the work laid out in this paper. The main limitation to
implementing the approach fully is that for interactive-speed evaluation, the computational
expense of the finite element model is problematically large, a direct consequence of
seeking a solution to an overall optimal shape for an entire object.
In the Partial Differential equation approach (Bloor and Wilson,1990) the
mathematics are very similar but without the starting premise of simulating membrane
behaviour. Bloor and Wilson make the transition from using these PDE surfaces for
blends between parts of a classical surface model, to actual freeform modeling by
constraining the PDE model interactively.
Also important is the work of Terzopoulos et al. (1987) who have worked mostly
on physical modeling for computer vision and natural appearance animation. They have
produced realistic models of flexible membrane objects, using the finite difference method
to solve the energy equations.
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The Pseudoedge system resembles PhysicalModeling schemes in that the
reduction of shape to a more elementary level, as takes place in skeletal modeling, can serve
a similar purpose to the expression of shape by a set of boundary conditions for a
differential equation or system of differential equations. In both cases, the set of shape
controlling variables is simplified and shape control is increased through an ingrained
higher level control mechanism.
The most salient advantage of Physical Modeling over a basic skeletal theme is that
when set up correctly it performs an optimization of overall shape subject to given goals
and constraints; for example, the ShapeWright paradigm mentioned earlier (Celniker 90)
will automatically enforce an overall surface fairness that is very aesthetically attractive.
Bloor and Wilson (90) demonstrate optimization with a functional goal, the minimization of
drag on a boat hull. However, the problem mentioned earlier of computational expense is a
major drawback for the general application of most physical modeling techniques.
However, another issue is that Physical Modeling does not by nature attack the
problem of organizing the model structure in a logical fashion, as does a Hierarchical
Skeletal model. Physical modeling as we know it is a geometry engine, generating shape
by deformation, in a way that by definition will not lead to a fundamental change in the
topology, whereas skeletal modeling-even if it does not generate topology on its own as a
physical scheme does for the geometry- is a good tool for representing connectivities and
topology as the human user sees fit. This leads to the belief, further discussed in the
Conlclusions section, that the ultimate modeling approach would have both Hierarchical
Skeletal features and Physical Modeling features assembled in an integral and consistent
manner.
2.2 Embeddings
This wide category of models refers to the use of what effectively is a hierarchical
control structure. Each level of the geometry is defined as residing in the frame of reference
of a hierarchically superior level. At a given level, the superior layer is called the
embedding and its subordinates are considered to be embedded in it. By skillful
composition of one or many-layered hierarchies, shape can be satisfactorily controlled at all
different levels.
Because of its hierarchical skeletal design, the Pseudoedge modeler presented in
this thesis falls into this general category.
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A survey of methods yields the following:
Variable Sweeps, or Generalized Cylinders: Created by moving a (usually planar)
profile curve, the generator or generatrix, along a space curve, the director or directrix. A
complete treatise is found in (Pegna, 1988). An important earlier paper is by Shani and
Ballard (1984). The director, also known as axis, provides a local coordinate frame that
controls the surface geometry in its region. The local coordinate frame is a combination of
the tangent of the director and an additional constraint to keep the frame from spinning
around the director 1. The variable sweep method lends itself to both local and global
control; for example, detail changes can be made to the generator, or a modified generator
can be extended over an established director, or the director can be modified for more
global shape changes.
At an earlier stage in this work we implemented a B-Spline based sweep modeler in
which the embedding of coordinate frames affected the control point positions. This proved
a very satisfactory arrangement in terms of design speed and deformability, but had no
provision for the creation of shapes other than simply connected elongated objects, and
furthermore did not offer direct constraint action on the location of the skin, since a
continuous B-Spline surface does not necessarily touch its control points. We will later see
how the architecture of the present Pseudoedge modeler permits an accurate constraint
action while still basically being of the sweep variety.
The DUCT system, (Welbourn, 1983), in actual use in the industry, is notable in
that it admits open-face sweeps that can be combined to form shapes that do necessarily
follow the usual elongated pattern, and that it offers blending between shape elements. The
Alpha-1 spline modeling system in use at the University of Utah (Riesenfeld, 1989) also
offers powerful sweep modeling tools.
Hierarchically Refined B-Splines: In this method, formulated by Forsey and Bartels
(1988) an initial simple net of a few B-spline patches is subdivided at will by the designer,
with the subdivided patch control points being set at offsets from the original surface,
permitting large scale modification without erasing local changes. An arbitrary number of
overlay levels is permitted, and control points can be moved by picking on the surface
itself. Very complex shapes can be expressed. The method has been used to create
1The

center of curvature of the generatrix can be made to supply this, but more often the DOF is prescribed
by crossproduct with a fixed vector, eliminating unwanted twisting.
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biological or fantasy biological shape models, including a dragon's head and a simulated
human leg that flexes at the knee. The latter case is very interesting to us here since it is a
hierarchical skeletal model, using the motion of high level control points to make the "skin"
move. Surface details such as the shape in the region of the kneecap are carried along with
the movement.
The principal points of comparison between Forsey and Bartels' work and the
present thesis are:
1) In this thesis there is a representation of a common surface shape feature, the
character line or pseudoedge, which does not appear to be the case for the Forsey
and Bartels modeler. The reason for this is partly the goals of each modeler: in one
case, very free-form biological shapes, and on the other manmade artifacts.
2) The Forsey and Bartels approach permits arbitrary increases of shape complexity
at any location on the surface, through parametric patch subdivision. This permits
very fine local shape control. The hierarchical control structure (which controls only
positions and not the complete local frame of reference as in the Pseudoedge
modeler) keeps the subdivided patch control points at offsets to the parent patch.
3) In the Forsey and Bartels approach there is no treatment of n-sided patches. This
will become necessary if multiply connected shapes are to be modeled.
4) By using B-Splines, exact constraint action on the surface becomes difficult, but
continuity is C2 everywhere.
In the conclusions section it is proposed that together with Physical modeling
features, recursive subdivision with hierarchical control would be a fitting addition to the
Pseudoedge scheme, principally in order to gain the hierarchically controlled subdivision
feature, which would make it possible to describe local shape in areas where a character
line is not appropriate, and to add character lines more easily to an existing design.
However, it is not clear how the B-Spline patches could be made to represent functional
constraints accurately; they do not touch their control points as Bezier patches do.
Of the examples we discuss here, this is the only one in which more than one level
of hierarchical dependency is used.
Free Form Deformations: Here an object embedded in euclidean space is subject to a
deformation of the space around it, by defining a trivariate spline volume that encloses the
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design and moving the spline control points. (Sederberg and Parry, 1986). This method
bears no strong relationship to the work in this thesis, except in that global control is
provided by an embedding process.
2.3 Implicit Primitive Combination
As a somewhat odd entry into this listing, it is worthwile to mention the work of
Ricci (73), as it involves global blending of primitives with no intersections. The scheme is
based on the point-set modeling paradigm (see solid modeling discussion in introduction.)
It is assumed that we have implicitly defined solid primitive functions that will classify an
arbitrary point's position relative to the primitive:
r<1 if outside
f(x) = 1 on boundary

f>1 if inside.

An example of a function with such a behavior is the sphere primitive,
(x2 + y2 + z2) = r

The elegant and simple solution to combining primitives into a single object is then
to formulate a geometric average of the defining functions of each primitive,
f(x)=

n f2

This results in a skin being placed over the primitives, uniting them into a single
blended object. The primitives may have not been touching in the first place, or they may
overlap. Again, there is no direct relationship to the thesis, except in the aspect of searching
for a blending scheme that does not involve intersection lines and can apply blending
everywhere as a consistent part of the representation.
2.4 The MODIF blending scheme
Chiyokura and Kimura (83) describe a solid modeling system named MODIF that
features a blend representation similar to that presented in this thesis. It proceeds as
follows:
1) A solid is defined in the boundary form stated in the introduction, using faces,
edges and vertices. The faces are not constrained to be flat.
2) A rounding operator is applied which inserts curves at the edges and vertices.
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3) Smooth surface patches are generated interpolating the curve net. The patches
need not be stored as part of the representation; they are regenerated as needed.
As reported, the system supports surface patches with three, five or more edges as
the boundary for an object. The need is reported for the designer to monitor the smoothness
of the surface patches and make modifications as needed.
In the way edges are blended to form a smooth surface, Chiyokura and Kimura's
work is close to the work in this thesis. however, there are also strong differences. Non-4sided patches are treated with a special parametrization, as opposed to the tesellation of
square patches we will see used here, and the model does not appear to have a hierarchical
composition with an underlying frame to give the capacity for both global and local shape
control.
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3 SAMPLE RUN
Before going any further into technical issues, let us run through the process of part
design using pseudoedge.

L*

Figure 3.1 (step 1) A top level object is placed in space; it is given a set of child objects
which are spatially dependent on it. The children have in this case been disposed in a circle,
but can be disposed in any spatial arrangement.

*L

S

Figure 3.2 (step 2) One of the children is also given children .These are also disposed in a
circle.
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Figure 3.3 (step 3) Each of the two circles created is wrapped with a spline which
interpolates the discrete points.

i7

Figure 3.4 (step 4) A specially marked spline is strung across the gap between the two
circles. Its ends are under the control of each circle's frame of reference, and it will
automatically interpolate between those ends.
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Figure 3.5 (step 5) Each of the 3 splines is given crossectional designs The pseudoedges
are pinned to these.
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Figure 3.6 (step 6) Note the form of pinning used to create a bridge member between two
existing ones: pseudoedges are pinned directly across the gap.
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Figure 3.7 (step 7) Issue command to make surface. Surfacing is fully automatic.

Figure 3.8 (step 8) Pull on pseudoedges individually; deform locally.
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globally.
Figure 3.9 (step 9) Twist on the smaller end parent point; this time deform
scale
The form of the connecting arm upon twisting is set automatically. Large
3-D force input
deformations are produced by pick/drag/twist commands from a Spaceball
device (Appendix C, section C4.)

blended
Figure 3.10 (step 10) If desired, change blending parameters for a more smoothly
surface.
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Figure 3.11 (step 11) Add more features as needed to the shape.
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4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We will now discuss in more depth the design process outlined above, expanding
on our theoretical groundwork and approach as required. Many references are made to
figures in the previous chapter.
4.1 Basic Building Blocks
The most basic building block we use is a unit termed geometric1 . This unit
constitutes a local frame of reference and defines a point in 3-space. The user is required to
place an initial set of these, which are assumed to represent the centers of the larger masses
of the shape.
The geometrics are combined into hierarchies. In figure 3.1, the geometrics
disposed in a circle are children of the center geometric. In figure 3.2, a new child has been
added to these and on it another set of children have been placed. Model construction
advances either by assigning children in this way to the initial geometrics, or by introducing
new unbound geometrics. The result is a tree, or better put a forest, since it is not required
to have all geometrics be linked to one root node . We may call the intial geometrics, which
have no parent, root geometrics; correspondingly, those with no children are called leaf
geometrics. Geometrics can exist also with no parent or children, making them both root
and leaf at once.
The position of each geometric is represented by a pair of 4x4 translation-rotation
matrices of the form

tx ty tz 0
L, W= nx n ny 0

(4.1)

Px Py Pz 1
where the vectors t, n and b must be orthogonal and of unit length.
The upper 3x3 portion governs rotations relative to a superior reference frame, and
the lower row displacement. The two matrices L and W differ in that L (or local) describes
the geometric's position relative to its parent, and W (or world) treats the reference as the
absolute world coordinates and thus gives an absolute position and orientation.
Additionally, a subscript "T" will be used to distinguish the parent level. (In computer
1With

apologies for the adjective abuse.
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science terms trees have their root at the top, so the up arrow indicates one level higher.)
The notation for the x,y and z direction unit vectors that make up the upper 3x3 part of the
matrix is t,n,b, and stands for tangent, normal and binormal. This is a reference to the
sweep-like nature of the pseudoedge model. For the purpose of this section we simply need
to remember that the three vectors must be orthonormal, constituting the ij,k of the local
reference frame. Figure 4.1 shows two geometrics and the links that occur between them
and the ground level.
B
Child Geometric

T
SLocaltransform

link

I*-

IN

Transform

P
Parent

link

Geometric

II

0

I

/

Localtransform link = Transform link

Ground level

Figure 4.1 The geometric hierarchy.
In what follows, when referring to a geometric with no qualification (as in "the
spline interpolates the set of geometrics") what is meant is the origin of the geometric.
Under this interpretation the geometrics are simple points in 3-space, described by the last
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row 2 of L and W, PL =

Plix Ply plz and p,

=
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I Pwx Pwy Pwz . Also, when referring to

the orientationof the geometric, what is meant is the content of the upper 3x3 of the L and
W matrices.
A parent can move its children in translation or rotation, but a child will not affect
its parent or its sibling's position. Children can be moved independently, and they will still
remain under their parent's control.
For moving a geometric, it is convenient to define a motion matrix A, which is of
the same form as L and W. Multiplying it in on the left will translate or rotate the geometric
as desired,
L = AL

(move in coordinates of parent)

(4.2)

W = AW

(move in world coordinates)

(4.3)

For the case when a geometric G is moved not by its parent but by an agent external
to the hierarchy (either the user or the splines discussed in the next section) a new local
matrix is computed, as the new world matrix multiplied by the inverse of the parent world
matrix:
L = WWt

(4.4)

For all the children and further descendants of G, the process is reversed. The tree
must be evaluated outwards 3 starting at G. Each of the children of G has its local matrix
multiplied by the world matrix of G to give a new world matrix. This is continued
recursively until the leaf geometrics are reached. More concisely,
W = LWT

(4.5)

is performed at each succesive level.
4.3 Splines
Splines are smooth space curves interpolating groups of the initial geometrics of the
design (figures 3.3 & 3.4)
2In our system we need only use the three x,y,z components of the vector. The fourth component would be

used if the coordinate system were of the homogeneous type, where vectors (xy z) are replaced by the form
(x, y, z, w)interpreted in 3-space as (x/w, y/w, z/w).
3 Outwards is used to mean
towards the leaves, inwards to mean towards the root. This avoids the disturbing
notion of the highest level of a hierarchy being the root, and the lowest the leaves.
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Multiple splines in the the design need not intersect each other or make contact in
order to form a common object. In the example the spline joining the two circular splines
does not touch either of them.
This skeletal net of splines gives the fundamental shape of the object; it is essential
to global shape control.
Spline taxonomy
Splines admit the following categorization. First, splines can be of basic or
position-controltype. Basic splines simply interpolate geometrics, and position control
splines take the end geometrics' position and use it to situate the intermediate geometrics.
Within basic splines, there is also a circularitydistinction: Circular splines bite their own
tail, so-to-speak, while non-circular ones have beginning and end geometrics. There is no
particular sense in defining a circular position-control spline, so the case is not considered.
The variations do not require separate data structures (see Appendix C.)
Tangent passing
Splines pass their tangent vector values to the geometrics that they touch-that is,
the geometrics that are interpolated by splines have their frame of reference aligned with the
spline. This overrides the orientation received from the parent geometric, and is a feature of
all splines, basic or position control. The alignment is done in general as follows.
1)The tangent of the spline is entered into the first row t, of the world matrix, W.
2) The second row, n, , is computed as the cross product of the tangent t, with a
reference unit vector. The third row b, is then necessarily the crossproduct of the
first two rows. The reference vector is chosen to be one of the three basis vectors of
the parent reference frame. If the choice is bTw, we can write
n, = tw x bTw
b, = t, x n w

(4.6)

3) The geometric is now evaluated as per motion applied by an an external agent,
discussed in the preceding section (equations 4.4 and 4.5, it being understood that
4.5 operates starting with the children and is recursive.)
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The question might arise at this point as to why this alignment interaction between
splines and geometrics must occur. This will not become clear until the following section,
4.4, which talks about sweeps.
For the record, we have considered two forms of modification to the geometric
hierarchy so far: equation sequences 4.3 -> 4.4 -> 4.5 and 4.6 -> 4.4 -> 4.5. The crucial

difference between the two is that the first considered an incremental change that is
multiplied into the geometric world matrix; the second introduces a prescribed orientation
that overwrites whatever was in the upper 3x3 of the world matrix, and by application of
equation 4.4 overwrites also what was in the upper 3x3 of the local matrix. The final
sequence we will see, for the position-control spline, can entirely fill the world matrix,
overwriting everything. But, before we discuss that we will look at the generation of
tangents.
Interpolation scheme for tangents
The interpolation performed by all splines between geometrics to generate tangent
values has required relatively little attention in this research. This is because the following
simple-minded scheme has proved satisfactory to date: Given a spline S interpolating
geometrics gl ... gn, with origin points pi ... Pnthe tangent at gi is
= (Pi+ 1 Pi-1)
t-

(4.7)

For the purpose of displaying the spline, curves must be drawn that match at the
geometrics with the above computed tangents. The cubic cardinal spline formulation, which
takes four control points to make one segment between the two middle control points, is
adequate for this purpose. A cardinal spline segment s that starts on geometric gi and runs
to geometric gi+l can be described as follows:
s(u) = u MP

(4.8)

Expanding the terms,
0

1

00

-1

0

1

2 -2

-1

Pi-1

0

1 -1

1 -1

1

with u = (1 u u2 u3) on interval [0, 1].

Pi
Pi+i

Pi+2
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This is basically a parametric cubic curve that is constrained to the boundary
condtions
s(O) = pi

ds

s(1) = pi+1

ds

du ) = Pi+1 - Pi-1
duý ) = Pi+2 - Pi

which leads to tangent direction agreement with equation 4.7. At the ends of a noncircular spline, when either pi-1 or pi+2 are unavailable, the end point is simply entered
twice, leading to segments with control points Ipl P1 P2 P31 and Ipn-2 Pn-1 Pn Pnl
Correspondingly, equation 4.7 is amended at the ends to produce
t

(P2

P

l1(p
1
2 P0)1

and
d

t
n

(Pn - Pn-1)
i(p n - Pn-.11

It would be feasible and perhaps desirable to take a more integrated approach,
where the tangents are arrived at by a globally optimal curve fit (as could be a hermite curve
of order n, where n is the number of geometrics interpolated, or a finite element curve; see
sections 7.3.1 & 7.3.2.)
Basic spline behavior
The basic spline type is fully described by the above paragraphs on tangents and
interpolation. It is created by simply identifying to the system the set of geometrics that are
to be attached. No changes are caused to the origin coordinates of the attached geometrics,
only to their orientation. No geometrics are more or less influential than others, except for
the end geometrics on a non-circular spline, which as seen get a different tangent treatment.
Position control spline behavior
The position control type of spline has an overall level of control stacked on top of
the tangent control which is common to all splines. The objective is to create a connecting
member between two objects that adapts in shape to changing positions of the objects. A
cubic formulation is created which covers the entire spline with one segment. The new
formulation has the following anatomy, using the current spline notation:
1) Geometrics gl , g2 at one end and gn-1, gn at the other are characterized as
driving. They control the shape of the entire spline. They in turn may be controlled
by the hierarchy. In the example developed in chapter 3, the position control spline
which bridges the two tori is controllable through movements of the center
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geometrics of each torus, because the two spline driving points at each end are
children of the central geometric of that end.
2) Geometrics g3 ... gn-2 are characterized as driven. They cannot be directly moved
by the user. If the system is being used correctly they should all be made root type
geometrics, as any position-orientation information they are passed will be
overriden by the spline anyway.
The interpolation is a simple Hermite parametric cubic curve, as follows:
h(u) = u MP

M=

1 0
00
-3 3
-2 2

(4.9)
0 0
1 0
-2 2
11

P

=

h(O)
h(1)
dh
(O)
dh

with u = (1 u u2 u3 ) on interval [0, 1], and
h(0)
Pi
h(o) == p,
h(1) = Pn-1

dh
1-(0
k)
du
dh

=

"II(Pn-l-P2)II
)Pi((P2_)1
II(p2-P1)II
(Pn-Pn-)" II(Pn-1-P2)II
(p2p2

1) = (Pn-Pn-1)

(p

)11

(recall that pi stands for the origin coordinates of geometric gi.)
The setting of the tangent magnitudes for both ends to Il(pn.l-p2)l

, which is a

magnitude similar to the arc length, results in simple and easily predictable behavior. More
flexibility could be given to the designer by allowing the tangent magnitudes to be
proportional to the separation between the driving points. Figure 4.2 shows a position
control spline.
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Figure 4.2 A position control spline (actual screendump from implementation.) The four large hoops at the
ends mark the driving geometrics, and the six smaller hoops the driven geometrics. The spike on the left is
the tangent vector dh/du(0).
In finding points on the curve to place the driven geometrics, the order of the

geometric is translated linearly to a parameter value. That is, if there are four driven
geometrics, the [0, 1] parameter space is divided by five and the parameter values
(0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8) are used to calculate the four geometric p vectors. These are placed in the

last row of their W or world matrices. Then the setting of the n and b vectors of the driven
geometrics, described for the basic case in equations 4.6, recieves special treatment.
The process is different in that, since the use will be the connection of two masses
of the design, the driven geometrics must not only align their frames of reference with the
spline tangent, but also "twist" around the spline axis to interpolate the orientation of one
and the other end objects. This degree of freedom of rotation around the spline is dealt with
in equations 4.6 by setting the normal vector n to be perpendicular by cross product to a
fixed reference vector obtained from the parent (in the example this was btw.) What is used
in this case is a special reference vector for each driven geometric. This vector is a linear
interpolation between the reference vectors assigned to the pole driving points of one and
the other end, based on the parameter values [0,1] on the spline. Then, equations 4.6 are
applied as usual. So, if the special reference vector is noted as r, we can write
S(uibtw(n-1)+ (1-u)btw 2)
S- l(uibtw(n-1)+ (1-u=)btwg)ll
nwi = twi x r i
bw = tw xx nwi

(4.10)
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Note that, as in equations 4.6, ntw or ttw could also be valid choices for the
driving-geometric reference vectors to be interpolated. In fact, the choices will need to
vary, since a reference vector that approaches colinearity with the spline tangent can cause
the crossproduct to fail. Also note that choosing the inboard driving geometrics (g2 ,gn-1) as
the orientation-donors is arbitrary.

£

QLrVUQjL

Figure 4.3 Aposition control spline closeup showing the n and b vectors and the direction in which the
geometric local reference frames are twisting to interpolate the orientations of each end. Spline can be seen
with pseudoedges and surface in figures 3.7 - 3.11.

4.4 Sweeps
The Pseudoedge modeling system borrows much of its functionality from the
techniques of sweep modeling. The author will at this point hazard that the reader is
familiar with the general concept of sweeping, since it is such a popular geometric
modeling tool.
In sweep surface generation a contour known as a generator is run along a space
curve known as the director, and the set of all the points that the generator traverses is the
swept surface. The principal variation on this is variable sweeping, in which the generator
is allowed to change shape and/or scale as it it swept along the director. In Pseudoedge,
what occurs is related but different, and is depicted in figure 4.4. The generator and
director curves of the sweep model are represented discretely by ordered geometrics. The

director geometrics are part of the spline net, and the generator geometrics are groups of
children assigned to each director geometric. We will refer henceforth to these simply as
generatorgroups.
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The sweeping technique is a tool to aid in placing the pseudoedge surface, which

we will discuss next. In many situations the surface departs intentionally from a sweep
pattern; we will see examples of this in Chapter 5. ,

Spline (sweep
director)
Pseudoedge

Generator
group (sweep
generator),
7 children.

Figure 4.4 Sweep-like behavior of a pseudoedge system model. The 7-sided polygon has been added to this
implementation screen-dump to highlight one of the generator groups Each corner of the polygon is a
barely visible geometric. There is one such group on each spline geometric.

With the introduction of sweeping the reason for tangent passing to geometrics, as
explained in section 4.3, should be much clearer. The general idea is that the surface (at this
point not yet necessarily a pseudoedge surface) be built on geometrics that are children of
the geometrics on the spline. These children, which we have called generator groups, are
usually laid out in the x = 0 plane of their parent, that is, the plane defined by the n and b
vectors, as is shown in figure 4.4, which makes them describe a section shape. (see below
for a clarification of sections.) The surface will then controlled by the spline in a sweeplike manner. We might call this technique discrete-formsweeping. However, if at some
point it is desired to remove the spline and use some other sort of control (including direct
individual control) on the surface points, this can be done because the geometrics are not
mere sweep engendered data structures-they are object-like and have another dependency
scheme to fall back upon. This was done in the structure of figure 3.11, where the short
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stubs reaching to the upper torus have a surface indistinguishable from the rest of the
model, but no internal splines (there was no particular reason to omit them, other than
pointing out this modeling feature.)

Sections
Sections are templates that the system maintains to facilitate the placement of
geometrics in patterns. Thus, a geometric will contain a reference to a section via a code. If
the geometric has children, the system can find the x,y,z values to give to each child stored
in the section structure. The section must match in number of coordinate sets to the number
of children of the geometric. In the example of chapter 3 (and in other examples in this
thesis) all the geometrics that are in patterns, such as the generator groups of figure 4.4 and
the circles of the two tori, have been placed using sections.
4.5 Pseudoedges
Given the discrete-form sweeps outlined above we can construct a pseudoedge net
that will describe a surface. Pseudoedges are in practice the same objects as basic-type
splines but is it useful to treat them separately in this chapter. They interpolate the positions
of generator group geometrics from one generator group over to the next. Their role in the
hierarchy of surface design by the system is very simple: being like the splines of section
4.3, they pass tangents over to the geometrics they touch. These tangents are used in
surface building by the actual surface geometry engine of the system: the paneling, to be
discussed in the next section.
There are two ways to build pseudoedges: First, a rapid process is possible,
which automatically connects continuous pseudoedges from one generator set to the next.
This is adequate for regions such as the tori of figure 3.5. The large one has seven
pseudoedges and the small one four (a closeup of the larger torus is in figure 4.4.) For
regions such as the arm connecting the two tori, seen with pseudoedges in figure 3.6, the
user must input pinnings for the pseudoedges in order to specify the place where the arm is
to meet each torus.
4.6 Paneling
Paneling is the next step after the creation of pseudoedges. The aim is to organize
the control points of a piecewise parametric surface in order to establish large scale control
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with guaranteed tangent plane continuity at patch boundaries. The panel mechanism must
strongly constrain the patches in order to produce the desired pseudo-edged surface.
We have found the Bezier bicubic patch to be a suitable basic patch primitive for our
purposes. This well known patch form has 4 cubic-curve sides, 16 control points, and
touches four of its control points at its four corners. At these corners it is also tangent to
the plane defined by the two coner control net lines. Figure 4.5 shows a Bezier patch and
its control net.

Figure 4.5 A Bezier patch and its control net. (Hannah Bonner)

We will also need another type of patch that is more complex and computationally
costly to handle non four-sided areas, and this will be discussed later.
A small discussion of the use of Bezier patches follows. More detail is to be found
in Appendix A, Bezier Patch Formulation and Appendix B, ContinuityBetween Surface
Patches.
Bezier patches can be expressed by a tensor product of a parameter value vector, a
blending function coefficient matrix, and a geometry matrix, followed by transposes for the
opposite parameter, as follows:
p(u, v) = u MPMtvt

Expanding the terms,

(4.10)
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P00 P0 1
p P 10 P 1 1
P20 P 2 1
P30 P 3 1

P0 2
P 12
P22
P 32
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P0 3
P13
P2 3
P3 3

And
u = (1 u u2 u3 ),=(1 v v2 v3 ) on interval [0, 1].
Note that the control point matrix P is vector valued.

Patch 2

Figure 4.6 Continuity between adjacent Bezier patches.
Faux and Pratt (1979) give the continuity conditions for assembling Bezier patches
into a single surface. Parametric C1 continuity will be maintained as long as the condition
illustrated in figure 4.6 holds true. Two control nets are depicted that generate adjacent
patches. The net lines that touch the boundary are collinear and in addition have a constant
ratio of lengths to either side of the boundary. Note that parametric C1 continuity implies
tangent plane or V1 continuity as well.
A panel is a structure that is built between two adjacent pseudoedges and two
bounding generator groups. This is a simplified working definition, limited to the 4-sided
case. The definition will have to be expanded as the discussion progresses.
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Figure 4.7 A four-sided panel.

Interior 4-Block
Generator 4-Block

ýdge 4-Block
b3

ULP

IlMMI.Wo I.---

Figure 4.8 The 9-block.
Four sided panels are created by an algorithm which does the following. For each
generator group pinned to each pseudoedge, the algorithm finds the adjacent pseudoedges
also pinned to geometrics of the generator group. These adjacencies are stored, and the
process is repeated at the next generator group. When two adjacent pseudoedges spanning
two adjacent generator groups are found, a panel is created by connecting the four pertinent
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geometrics with line segments. Subsequent processing ensures that panels are only defined
once for a given four geometrics.

r

a
Intmrior patches

b
Figure 4.9 The resulting Bezier patches, a) on one four-sided panel. b) on a set of adjacent panels.
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Each four sided panel contains four 9-blocks. A 9-block consists of nine coplanar
Bezier control points. A four sided panel and its components are depicted in figures 4.7 and
4.8. The relation to actual Bezier surface patches is shown in fig 4.9.
The nine control points of the 9-block are further broken down into four
overlapping 4-blocks, as in figure 4.8. Each of these contributes 4 control points to a
patch. The 4-block classification and patch influence is as follows. Interior: in each 9block this is made up of the four innermost control points. The interior 4-blocks of a panel
come together into an interior patch. This is the only patch that a single panel will be
capable of generating. The other three types depend on adjoining panels for shared patch
control. Pseudoedge: these 4-blocks combine with one another within the side of a
panel and with the two corresponding 4-blocks of an adjoining panel to yield a Bezier patch
we will call the pseudoedge patch. Generator: these 4-blocks are aligned with the
generator bridging two adjacent pseudoedges and have virtually the same behavior as the
pseudoedge blocks. They also combine in pairs within a panel side and share control over
a patch with the neighboring panel. They do, however, have a special disablement
characteristic which makes the surface model more economical and will be fully explained
in section 6.1, superfluous patch disablement. Special: we have seen that interior 4blocks make a patch entirely within one panel, while pseudoedge and generator 4-blocks
group at two per panel to control a panel-bridging type of patch. The fourth type of 4block, the special, groups with no other block from its own panel, rather it groups with the
n- special blocks that are supplied by the other panels at a given n-panel junction point.
When the value of n is four (four panels come together at a regular geometric junction) an
ordinary Bezier 16-point patch can be formed from the four specials. We will discuss the
other possible special cases in the discussion of connections below. Again, most of the
possible special patches and generator patches are never actually created; section 6.1
discusses how they are eliminated in those spots where they are not needed.
The different types of patches described above can be made to satisfy the continuity
condition shown in figure 4.6, everywhere in both directions 4 , as long as the points in the
9-block are all arranged in straight lines in both directions as shown in figure 4.8. They can
be so arranged with a special set of vectors.

4 This

is the necessary condition when using the continuity scheme of figure 4.6. Refer to section 6.2,

continuity, for sufficient conditions.
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Each corner of the panel has a pair of vectors defined on it that permit placement of
the corresponding 9-block control points. These vectors always point toward the opposing
vertex of the panel on a side. If we view these vctctors, then, as defining a local planar
coordinate frame, increasing coordinate values will move a point toward the panel interior.
For the purpose of this discussion we will call the direction of the pseudoedges the along
direction of the panel, and direction of the generator groups the across direction (refer to
figure 4.7.). The across vector is in practice set to the difference between vertices in the
across direction. The along vector is set to be tangent to the pseudoedge passing through
its origin. This causes the Bezier surface to follow the pseudoedge shape.
The control points of the 9-block, then, are obtained by adding to the panel corners
a linear combination of the two corner vectors. The weighting is very important to the
shape and is given by a blending set providing three values,
b = (bl, b2, b3),

(4.11)

one for each row of the 9-block. The blending set can be specified locally to each
pseudoedge and even locally to each geometric on the pseudoedge, to provide localized
blending fullness control. Each geometric at a panel corner holds a blend-index, which can
be transformed into a blending set by access to a small library of blends. This is better than
allowing the user to input blending values, since in the discussion of section 6.2 it is noted
that not all blending sets will be compatible if tangent plane continuity is desired. Note that
the b2 value is very important since the middle row of control points of the 9-block are in
actual contact with the surface.
In practice, values used have varied from (0.07, 0.14, 0.4), which produces a
relatively small edge with a full interior patch, as is suggested in figure 4.9, to the extreme
(0.22, 0.46, 0.477), which reduces the interior patch of figure 4.9 to a tiny sliver and
serves to completely round off the edges of an object; if for example a square section sweep
is treated with this blending set, it becomes almost cylindrical.
4.7 Connections
We discussed how simple collections of pseudoedges bridged by a neighbor
reference (i.e. the generator group), can express a surface through panels.The general
requirement for paneling is that every panel touch one and only one other panel on each of
its sides.
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Figure 4.10 Meeting of 3 panels with 3-sided patch.

This leaves the possibility of different numbers of panels meeting at a junction,
which permits multiple connectivity of objects, as is shown in the example of figure 3.11.
This would traditionally be handled by the intersection of some variety of primitives. In the
three panel case of figure 4.10, there are three special control point blocks left in the
junction vicinity. The special-area-handling patch will be three-sided and made from three

4-blocks, or 12 control points total. In the five-panel case, the patch will be pentagonal and
must be computable from five 4-blocks, or 20 control points. A junction with five-panel
meetings and pentagonal special patches is shown hand-drawn in figure 4.9, and generated
by the computer in figure 5.9.
In general, this extends to n panels meeting at a point. Formulas for 3, 5, and 6sided patches that maintain tangent plane continuity of a Bezier net, given the control point
formulation outlined above, are available from Hosaka and Kimura (1984). However, this
thesis will be making use of a true n-sided technique, both for the n-panel meetings and as
the interior patch in non-4-sided panels, which are to be discussed soon.
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4.8 N-sided patches
This section will discuss the creation of an n-sided surface patch that admits
straightforward integration into a net of Bezier patches.
The method is based on a formulation due to Storry and Ball (89) which in turn has
roots in a paper by Catmull and Clark (78). The n-sided region to be filled is assumed to be
a hole in a Hermite-type cubic composite surface. Such a surface is more commonly
referred to as a Ferguson patch surface, after Ferguson (64), and is interchangeable with a
Bezier formulation (see Barnhill et al, 1988, and below.).
First, a brief discussion of the building of these patches, which in reality are not a
single patch but a recursive tesellation of patches that can be formulated to behave as a
single entity. The nature of the tesellation can be visualized by the following informal steps
(note that this is not the algorithm for the surface computation.).
1)- Given a parametric bicubic B-spline patch, subdivide it into 4 patches (figure
4.11 a).
2)- Subdivide the upper left patch also into 4 patches, and so on recursively to a
given level (figure 4.11 b).
3)- Now, given n of these one-corner-subdivided patches (in this case 5) piece them
together (figure 4.12). Observe how the patches meet at their boundaries: all the
patch faces line up. The mesh is rectangular everywere except at the small central
point, and it would appear that the C2 surface continuity of a usual B-spline patch
net can be maintained.This is in practice the case everywhere but at the
extraordinary point, where the surface is still tangent-plane continuous but not C2
continuous.
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Figure 4.11 Subdividing the comer of a square B-spline patch.

Figure 4.12 Five of the subdivided patches vieced together. (Hannah Bonner)
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Step 2 can be run to any precision level required for the hole in the middle to shrink
to below system tolerance size. This collection of patches can be viewed as a single n-sided
parametric patch. Since they can be quickly generated, there is no need to store the
multitude of patches. Note that the B-spline formulation is completely compatible with
other varieties of parametric patches. There is no difference algebraically (we will use
cubics here for both the Bspline and Bezier patches) and thus the adjustment the software
has to make to switch between types is trivial.
Ball and Storry(86, 88) conduct a careful study of the continuity at the
extraordinary point. They propose conditions on the subdivision weightings an, 3n, Yn
of the recursion, which if met guarantee tangent plane continuity. Some freedom of choice
remains, which can be used to minimize curvature discontinuties. The Pseudoedge system
uses the values originally proposed by Catmull and Clark (78), which meet the tangent
plane continuity condition. The minimization of curvature discontinuity has not been found
to be necessary.
The earlier mentioned 1989 paper of Storry and Ball shows how to apply the
scheme to a general n-sided hole in a bicubic-patch type grid such as covers the
Pseudoedge model. After some manipulation, the following form is reached, relating
hermite coefficients of the n patches surrounding the hole to positions of control points for
the initial B-spline mesh that is to be recursively filled. Terms involving twist vectors Pu
J
are present in the paper but are left out here, for reasons soon to be explained. I have also
corrected the Ij,3 factor, which I believe was in error in the paper.
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Note that the control points generated above are not used themselves for surface
computation; they are control points for a dummy ring of patches that mimics the boundary
conditions imposed by the given hermite patch network. The actual computation of surface
patches for the n-sided area begins with the next level inwards in the recursion.
The method, in addition to the above boundary condtions, takes a central vertex
value V that provides a measure of shape control for the patch interior without affecting the
continuity properties.
For the purpose of Pseudoedge, we need to make the following observations:
1)We can compute Hermite coefficients easily from the Bezier control point
positions, because the relationship between the four Bezier points at the corner of a
patch--that is, one 4-block of figure 4.8-and the four Hermite vectors at that same
comer is (see Barnhill et al, 88 and Faux and Pratt 79)
P1 P1

1u 1UV

3 (P21 -

P

3(P21 - P11)

3

(P12 - P11)

(4.13)
9

(Pl1 - P21 - P12 + P22)

P11

Figure 4.13: The equivalency of the vectors of a hermite formulation (a) and a Bezier formulation (b) at one
patch corner. The twist vector PeV in (a) is zero when P21, P22, P11 and P12 in (b) form a paralellogram.

2) We can actually discard terms involving twist, since patches in the Pseudoedge
model have zero twist vector: The 9-blocks place the Bezier points in paralellograms
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(fig 4.13) so the resulting Hermite twist is zero. Ferguson (64) used the same zerotwist condition in his surfaces.
3) The default used in practice for the central point V of the formulation is the
average of the corner points. This gives reasonable results.
With these three points in mind, the system can support n-sided patches in a way
absolutely identical to the 4-sided ones. A set of 4-blocks is passed to the patch computing
system. If the number of sides is four, the usual Bezier patch is used to compute the
surface. If the number is not four, the hermite boundary conditions are computed from
equations 4.13 and the n-sided patch is generated via the Storry and Ball scheme. Further
details on the integration of the approach are to be found under the discussion of surfacing
in Appendix C, section C3.
One point of doubt might be whether the recursion involved in generating these
surfaces will have to reach excessive depth before the central hole is sufficiently small. In a
personal communication, D.Storry has said that in a practical implementation it has already
been possible to meet precision needs of automatic machining. In the implementations
featured in this thesis, the scheme for the recursion depth is simple:
If the patch has more than eight sides, limit the recursion to level 8.
Else if it has only three sides, go to level 4.
Else set the level (from 4 to 8) equal to the number of sides of the patch.
This scheme is designed to counteract the fact that in the Pseudoedge model the
patches with larger number of sides are, as one would guess, usually larger in area and
thus need a larger number of recursive steps to bring the central hole to reasonable size.
For purposes of extraction of volumetric properties by application of Gauss'
theorem as outlined in the introduction, the recursive method can be defended as follows.
Volume integrals are transformed into surface integrals. While the precise decrease in
surface area left unpatched with each recursive step is not evident without a deep analysis
and can be assumed to vary with the geometry, the size of the holes using the above patchsides scheme is in practice observed to be tiny (see the examples of Chapter 5.) When we
add to this the fact that the n-sided areas on a Pseudoedge model are very small relative to
the expanse covered by a regular 4-sided tesellation, it becomes clear that the error incurred
by discounting the unpatched area will be negligible.
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One benefit of using the Storry and Ball scheme for the n-sided patches of a model
is that since all individual patches on the model surface remain square, only one type of
algorithm is needed for each type of computation. The implementation discussed in
Appendix C has only one surface rendering routine; A hypothetical analysis module
coupled to Pseudoedge, using the Gauss scheme of section 1.3 b, would need only one
compact quadrature algorithm to integrate properties over each patch. The algorithm could
be flexible in trading off time versus integration accuracy, and then the software would
simply increase the accuracy on those patches that in a first run show the largest
contribution to the integrated property (for example, the smaller of the patches in the
recursively subdivided areas will need only be crudely approximated.) This flexiblility of
precision is already in place in the surface rendering module, which can be made to vary the
number of polygons per patch. By contrast, if certain possible non square surface patches
had been used to perform the covering in a nonrecursive manner (see Hosaka and Kimura
S84) a variant computational treatment would be required for them in both rendering and
analysis.
A final remark on n-sided patching
As a last minute addition to this document it should be mentioned that there is
another scheme, not known to the author at the time of writing the above, which might well
be the best. This scheme is known as the S-patch and is discussed in (Loop and DeRose
90) and (Loop and DeRose 89.) It is non-recursive, n-sided, and includes the regular
tensor-product Bezier patch as a subset. There is, of course, nothing to prevent the
insertion of this scheme in the place of the present one in the Pseudoedge system.
4.9 Edges
At this point we are almost prepared to discuss the filling of areas that do not accept
the four sided panels created by the paneling process of section 4.6. First, however, we
need to mention the edge. Edges are data objects that the system needs in order to keep
track of the boundaries between panels. They contain pointers to the two panels they touch
(one panel may touch no more than one other panel on each of its sides) and to the two
geometrics that they touch.Edges can exist as two pointer or one pointer, that is, between
two panels or on a panel with a free boundary, where one of the panel pointers is null.
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Edges are created at the same time as panels. As well as relating panels to each
other, they house the pointers for the storage of the patches that are shared between panels
(figure 4.9)

4.10 N-sided panels
The discussion of the surface generation through panels has so far referred only to
4-sided panels. The actual architecture of the system is centered around general n-sided
panels, of which the 4-sided ones are only special cases. Figure 4.14 shows a 6-sided

panel and its elements, which are the same as for a 4-sided one except for the fact that the
interior patch does not take a set of four 4-blocks but rather a set of six, and is computed by
the above discussed Storry and Ball scheme.

Figure 4.14 a 6-sided panel bridging the gap between three pseudoedges.

The numbering of the panel vectors shown in the drawing is as used in the
implementation.They are pictured slightly displaced from the panel sides; this is only to
maintain the clarity of the drawing.By the 4-sided panel nomenclature created earlier,

vectors 01, 10, 21, 30, 41, and 50, which lie on pseudoedges, are along type. They
borrow their directions from the pseudoedge tangents, and therefore do not point exactly to
their opposing vertex on the side.. Vectors 51, 00, 11, 20, 31, and 40 are across type and
do point exactly to the opposing vertex. This along or across categorization will be further
used for the superfluous patch disablement feature discussed in section 6.1.
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Creation of n-sided panels
The panels of other than four sides are in the present system created as a
postprocess after the 4-sided panel creation run described in section 4.6. The process uses
the edge data object introduced above. It is as follows:
1) Collect all one pointer edges (see above)
2) Link these one pointer edges into loops so they represent the areas that the regular
four sided panels have left empty.
3) To each completed loop, assign an n-sided panel. This panel is stored with the 4sided ones. All panels are handled identically once computed, with the exception of
the patch drawing level.
Some remarks on this process:
a) The process does not support the creation of adjacent n-sided panels. This causes trouble
if there is a Pseudoedge running through the middle of the loop of step 2, since a panel can
create the pseudoedge shape only at its boundaries. There are two possible solutions to this:
1)Improve the process described above to include recognition of loops that are not
to be filled by one panel but by several.
2) Rewrite the panel creation algorithm from scratch so it is somehow independent
of the number of sides and is not limited to 4 sided panels in its first stage of putting
panels between pseudoedges. This does risk ending up with a loss in predictability
and clarity respect to the present 2-step process.
b) One of the effects of the loop gathering is that open ends of sweep-like pseudoedge
members get capped off automatically, with a panel of number of sides equal to the number
of pseudoedges in the generator group of the sweep. For example,.in the example of figure
4.4, a 7-sided cap will be added at each end if the sweep is not circular. In this role, no
borrowing of tangents will occur, since there is no edge of the panel that lies on a
pseudoedge, and the panel vectors will simply lie along the panel sides.
Design role of n-sided panels
To see the role of n-sided panels on a typical model refer to section 5.1, which
illustrates the surface composition of a pseudoedge design using implementation output.
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5 MODEL CONSTRUCTION
This chapter will demonstrate with examples the results possible with the present
implementations of the pseudoedge modeling technique. All images presented are taken
from the screen of the Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation, which has been the hardware
platform used throughout the project (see Appendix C.)
Surface patches are rendered either all in silver or in a bi-color pattern. The silver
scheme emphasizes the overall surface continuity, while the bi-color scheme better shows
the nature of the surface building scheme, as follows: All panel interior 4-sided patches are
light-colored. All edge patches are dark-colored, and all patches of other than 4 sides are
checkerboard-rendered in light and dark to emphasize the use of the recursive surface
generation scheme.
5.1 An abstract object
In this section we will examine an object created for the purpose of illustrating the
more advanced features of the system, in particular the handling of changes in surface
topology, and the deviation from a strictly sweep-type configuration.

Figure 5.1 Pseudoedge representation of an abstract object
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Figure 5.4 Detail of area with 5-sided panel

Figure 5.5 Detail of area with 6-sided panel.
Transitions between different numbers of pseudoedges on a sweep type object are
managed by panels with 5 or more sides (figure 5.4.). Here, the central pseudoedge out of
a set of three terminates. This happens on both sides of the object, making six sides reduce
to two (there is no requirement that the operation have such symmetry.) Note the presence
of a small 3-sided recursive special-patch (see also figure 4.9) on the leftmost comer of the
5-sided panel. Also, the superfluous patch disablement feature (see section 6.1) is
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prevented from acting in this type of transitional area; this is visible by the large "waist" of
edge patches going around the object to the left of the 5-sided panel..
The central area is covered by six sided panels on the top and bottom.(figure 5.5)
Like the five sided panels above, they are generated by the postprocess described and
discussed in section 4.10. Notice how the entire central area is made with collapsed 9blocks as discussed in section 6.1. In effect, this is an alternate branching strategy to the
one used between the two end objects in the example of figures 3.1-3.11. in that strategy,
pseudoedges are abutting onto the surface recieving the branch. This common type of join
is illustrated below in figure 5.9.These abutting joins require only one type of non-4sided patch, the pentagon (one at each corner of the junction base.) In the approach of
figure 5.5, no pseudoedges need touch each other, and the join is of the flowing type.
5.2 An automobile spaceframe
The automobile spaceframe model of figures 5.6-5.9 is intended to motivate
application of Pseudoedge to real world design problems.
This frame would be used as the load-bearing structure of an automobile in which
the exterior panels (composite or aluminum) are bolted or othewise fastened on. Such a
modular construction had long been the method of choice for racing and custom-built
autos, and is starting to attract attention for mass automobile production.
Figure 5.6 shows the pseudoedges, and 5.7 the panels. Figure 5.8 shows two
views of the surface model. Note that some features of a real spaceframe are left out for
simplicity: for example, in reality there would be crossmembers in the nose and tail.
The model contains 670 panels, all of them 4-sided. There are 104 5-sided patches,
all of them in sets of four at the base of a junction (the butt-join approach mentioned
above.) The closeup view of figure 5.9 shows the structure of one of these junctions.
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Figure 5.6 Automobile frame model, pseudoedge form

Figure 5.7 Automobile frame model, panel form
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Figure
5.8 Automobile frame model with Dseudoedge
based surface.
"
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Figure 5.9 Detail view of a junction on the automobile frame model.
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DISCUSSION

6.1 Superfluous Patch Disablement
We discussed in the paneling section how the full panel formulation involves not
only interior and pseudoedge patches but also generator and special patches. In the regular
case of panels laid one after another between two adjacent pseudoedges, where no shape
feature occurs in the pseudoedge direction, it is advisable to fuse the panels so they reduce
in complexity and there are no extra patches where extra detail is not needed.
This is done by collapsing the two rows of the the 9-blocks of the panel in the
pseudoedge direction. Collapsing is done by giving a blending set (see equation 4.11) of
the form
b = (0, 0, b3),

(6.1)

causing the generator and special 4-blocks (figure 4.8) to disappear entirely. The
pseudoedge patches and the interior patch now extend to the boundary of the panel on the
collapsed sides, and make contact directly with the adjoining panels. Continuity is
preserved by virtue of the common along vector setting of the two panels at the junction
points (figure 4.7.) This vector is derived as a vector aligned with the tangent vector of the
pseudoedge passing through the panel junction point. In the general, non-4-sided panel
case, it is important to keep in mind that a panel side that lies on a pseudoedge is treated as
an "along" side, and one that does not is treated as "across". Collapsing works in the same
way for 4-sided and non-4-sided panels.
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Figure 6.1 a) Two panels and their collapsed 9-blocks highlighted (application screendump.) b)Aportion
of a pseudoedge surface with the patch structure outlined, before collapsing. c) The same surface with the
collapsing performed.
Figure 6.1a shows the 9-blocks (represented by connecting their outermost control
points with straight lines) of a portion of the design. The highlighted outlines represent
pairs of 9-blocks.that have been merged by the collapsing. The collapsed patches are not
computed and not rendered, resulting in large computational savings.
6.2 Continuity
It was stated earlier that one goal of the Pseudoedge modeler has been to provide
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surface smoothness everywhere if desired for the object in question. The meaning of
smoothness, in this case, is tangent plane continuity, meaning that at every point on the
surface any three tangent vectors (presumably derivatives of the surface in different
directions) lie on the same plane, and thus when crossed yield the same normal vector.
Simply put, there are no kinks or peaks in the surface.
Let us examine the conditions under which this will hold. Throughout the following
please refer to Appendix B, ContinuityBetween Surface Patches,as needed.

We see in Appendix B, section B2 that there are different ways one can constrain a
Bezier surface to arrive at some sort of surface continuity. Method 1, the strict colinearity
of control point mesh arms with constant ratio across the boundary, produces C1
continuous surfaces- that is, ones where not only the tangent plane but also individual
tangent vectors are continuous. Method 2, which still produces tangent plane continuity but
is not concerned with the direction of the tangents at the boundary, at first glance seems like
a significantly less restrictive condition, and might be so for some constructions.
In the Pseudoedge system, the placement of control points by 9-blocks (figure 4.8)
means the continuity condition has to be that of method 1.This is because the 9-block
structure by necessity makes the net lines be colinear as per figure B3 or figure 4.6.
In the case of the full pseudoedge formulation, with no collapsing of patches, (see
section 6.1 above) C1 continuity will be maintained as follows. Since each panel vertex
(note, very distinct from patch vertices) imparts a blending set to its associated 9-Blocks,
the mesh arm ratio at a given patch corner is controlled by the blending set b = (b1 b2 b3),
and has the value
r=

(b32b2)

(6.2)

So as long as the blending sets acting at either end of a given patch boundary give
the same ratio r, C1 continuity will hold. The ratio condition is not very restrictive, since it
leaves the designer free to choose varying degrees of fullness for the pseudoedge shape,
even along one given pseudoedge.
As a more general observation, the above is a reflection of boundary containment.
At any time that a composite surface needs to be assembled out of primitives, it is
convenient if possible to have a single structure that has control over both sides of each
boundary between patches. In the case of Pseudoedge this structure is the 9-block.
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Figure 6.2 Three panels of apseudoedge model.
The breakdown of this boundary containment is the reason why some
discontinuities can potentially occur in areas where the patch boundaries are collapsed in the
manner described in section 6.1 above. When patches are collapsed, the 9-blocks no longer
straddle patch boundaries; instead, they act only on one side of the boundary and align with
the neighbor 9-block (figure 6.1 a) so that the control net arms of the patches will still be
colinear. The catch is that there is no longer a guarantee of control net arm length ratio
constancy; each of the two neighbor 9-blocks makes its own "decision" as to the control net
arm length.
Since in the present incarnation of the system panels arrive at control point net arm
length values through the dimensions of their sides, skewed panels may yield conflicting
ratios. Figure 6.2 shows a pseudoedge defined surface with three panels highlighted. The
boundaries between the three panels are collapsed. Panels 2 and 3 might yield a
discontinuity, but panels 1 and 2 will not, since they are both skewed in the same direction
and to equal degree. Note that such equal skewing is the condition that prevails when the
surface follows a circular path.
In defense of this state of affairs in which tangent plane discontinuity is possible,
there is the following to be said.
- The potential discontinuity of two unequally skewed panels will not show up
unless they are tilted such as to make their interior patches curved. If the panels of
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figure 6.2 are in-plane, as the figure suggests, they will not yield any discontinuity.
- Even when the surface is curved and panels are unequally skewed, discontinuity
will be restricted to a segment in the middle of the boundary, and will decay toward
the vertices, where the directions of the tangent vectors, and the tangent plane, are
directly specified by the direction and plane of the arms of the Bezier control net.
In the future work section (7.3).a method is proposed for enforcing C1 continuity.
As a small preview, we can either set up an algorithm to adjust net arm lengths on the
panels, or give up the collapsation procedure of section 6.1 and make some small changes
to accomodate-as well of course as accepting a large increase in patch number.
6.3 General Advantages
This modeling approach is thought to be useful and constitute an advance for
several reasons. First, the parametrization obtained is very favorable: parametric detail
accompanies shape detail quite faithfully, as a result of the control points being
concentrated in the vicinity of the pseudoedges. Rendering is facilitated; a constant number
of surface polygons per Bezier patch rendered results in polygons tightly packed in areas of
high curvature, yielding in turn sharp reflection lines and realistic shading.
In addition, the elimination of intersections per se permits rapid surface evaluation
of shape changes, rapid feature addition, and eliminates patches with clipped parametric
domains and trim lines, which is beneficial for most any kind of computational analysis of
the shape.
Also on this theme of low computational cost, the pseudoedge net is a very useful
visual tool. Most computers today still do not have the graphical power to rotate surfaced
images in real time, and it can be argued that for complex shapes this power will not be
widespread for significant time. The display of only the pseudoedge net permits realtime
rotation of an informative image even on lower power machines. While the same claim
could be made of a traditional wireframe model, the sketch-like nature of the pseudoedge
net permits shape representation with far fewer lines than a wireframe.
The approach also provides advantages with regard to blend shape and size.
Comparing it with rolling ball filleting (see, e.g. Pegna 1988), our method offers the
advantage that both acute and obtuse angle blends yield a pleasing appearance with no
change in our blending parameters. In the rolling ball approach, the diameter must be
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varied as the ball "rolls" in order to keep from making enormous fillets in the tight spots
and tiny ones in the wide spots.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 The Thesis in Context

Pseudoedge is a boundary based modeler, but not entirely so; it incorporates an
inner structuring in its hierarchy of geometric dependencies and in the spline connections
between geometrics, which means that the concept of solidity is ingrained. Moreover, this
concept of solidity is subjective to the designer, a given shape can be arrived at by many
routes, depending on how the structure is laid out. In the Future Work section ahead we
will consider some additional options with respect to the inner structuring of the model.
One attractive way to think of Pseudoedge is as a mechanical construction kit,
which provides both structural and kinematic features to the designer, and is programmed
by him or her to respond in certain ways to input and to reshape itself. In this sense, it is a
poor woman's physical modeler, providing deformability for rapid experimentation with
different shapes at a very low computational cost, and very intuitive control through the
skeleton and pseudoedges.
7.2 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the principles of a new modeling approach useful for the
design of structural components. This method relies on the recognition of fundamental
shape features of the design, both at an inner and a surface level. The method produces
multiply connected shapes with no intersections, a sensible parametrization, and surface
tangent plane continuity. The finished designs are deformable. Computational expenses are
generally low.
7.3 Future Work

Several advances to the research presented in this thesis are already apparent at this
time: A set of possible refinements and extensions to the present Pseudoedge technique are
proposed in the following.
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7.3.1 Refinements
Continuity enforcement
Strong enforcement of continuity between patches would be one desirable quality to
achieve.There are two ways in which this could be done. The arguments make reference to
section 6.2, Continuity.
(1) Adjust the length of the bezier control point net arms on panels that suffer the
unequal skew condition (see section 6.2 & figure 6.2) so that a correct ratio is
maintained across the panel sides with the collapsed 9-Blocks (figure 6.1) The
advantage of this approach is that it conserves the current patching configuration,
which concentrates parametric detail only in the pseudoedge areas (i.e. the small
patches are on the pseudoedges and the larger ones cover the near-flat faces.)
(2) Eliminate the patch collapsing feature. While this at first seems like the solution
(we showed that discontinuities will not occur on uncollapsed panels) it has several
shortcomings: If the generator patches were not eliminated in areas with a
longitudinal swept shape, the flat areas between the pseudoedges would no longer
have a regular interpolating chain of large patches, but rather a stepped large-smalllarge-small sequence going from interior to generator back to interior patch. This
violates the idea that parametric detail should be concentrated in areas of high
curvature.
Twist setting
Since in Pseudoedge the twist values are set to zero (section 6.2) in some spots the
surface may not be as smooth as could ideally be possible. Even applying a continuity
enforcement strategy as outlined above does not mean necessarily improving large-scale
smoothness. The best solution would be to, in conjunction with the continuity
enforcement, apply one of the methods suggested by Barnhill et al (1988) for determining
the twists of a bicubic composite surface, as is used in the 4-sided panel areas of
Pseudoedge. The paper reaches the conclusion that Adini's twist is the best method to
apply for most cases. However, in Pseudoedge there are also n-sided patches interspersed
in the network,which can also take a twist vector at each comer (for simplicity, the twists
are left out in the present system- see equation 4.12.) Hopefully, it will be possible without
too much complication.to extend the twist setting strategy to cover these cases.
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Better interpolation strategies
The skeletal splines and pseudoedges are both modeled at present with simple
composite cardinal splines (sections 4.3 and 4.5.) There are many possible improvements
to this interpolation scheme. The ones that could be inserted into the present system without
extreme change are listed here, and another more ambitious solution is in 7.3.2 below.
a) Use a higher degree interpolation scheme such as a hermite curve of order n,
where n is the number of geometrics interpolated. Tangents for passing to the
geometrics would be extracted by differentiation at the appropriate parameter
values.
b) Use a composite made up of cubic segments as done at present, but improve the
tangent setting algorithm to take into consideration more of the geometrics on the
spline (as compared to only the preceding and next one as done in equation 4.7.)
7.3.2 Extensions
Physical modeling
Physical modeling was introduced in Chapter 2 as a powerful tool for global shape
control that can be made to perform a global shape optimization concurrently with the
designer's interaction. There could be some very useful interaction between Physical
Modeling and Pseudoedge, namely in the use of physically modeled curves. The
suggestion here is to apply the dcurve (deformable curve) finite element formulation of
Celniker (90) to model some or all of the skeletal splines of the Pseudoedge system. This
would be particularly useful in the case of the position control splines (section 4.3) which
could have forces applied to them at intermediate points to sculpt their shape. The
distinction between normal and position control splines could in fact be deliberately blurred:
Since the dcurve will go through its constrained points but will also find a shape to adopt
wherever it is not constrained, any spline modeled as a dcurve could be a position control
spline. There is also the possibility of using a dcurve-type formulation for the
pseudoedges, which are supported at present by the same representation as the splines, but
this could well produce a computationally expensive model due to the large number of
pseudoedges.
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Recourse to physically modeled surfaces for the definition of the pseudoedge
surface is not considered in these suggestions, since it is far more expensive than even
deformable curve modeling and is hopefully made unnecessary by the construction of the
panel mechanism, at least for the case of parts with clearly defined edges.
To summarize, the highest level operations, such as the determination of spline
skeleton shape, could be profitably attacked by physical modeling, while the lower level
operations such as surface design seem better left to cheaper and simpler operators such as
are used at present.
Truss Skeletons
In the future, the pseudoedge scheme for surface design could be combined with a
skeletal architecture quite different from the one given in this thesis. The alternate
construction that comes to mind is that of a truss: Pseudoedges supported by a triangulated
net of virtual rods, which the user assembles in the manner of a virtual Lego set, either rod
by rod or in tetrahedral or triangulated beam blocks. These rods could be granted a
physically based behavior, by which they would have a spring rate and damping, and a
determined free length. The deformability of the model could be greatly enhanced with
respect to the sweep paradigm, and more importantly the modeler would not be restricted
anymore to sweep-like shapes; trusses could be made to any sort of shape, where the
lattice-work of rods could be viewed also as a decomposition of shape into volumetric
cells.
Hierarchical B-spline refinement
The approach of Forsey and Bartels (88), discussed in section 2.2, could be
combined profitably into the pseudoedge scheme. The method is capable of starting from
one bicubic surface patch and subdividing to produce virtually unlimited fine surface detail
without violating the boundary conditions with the surrounding patch network. This would
be a fabulous tool for application to single patches of the Pseudoedge model, permitting for
example to have a deep well in the middle of a panel, or a corrugated surface built without
using a pseudoedge for each corrugation, (a proliferation of pseudoedges can make a model
cumbersome and deviates from the idea that pseudoedges simplify shape.) Given the way
the B-spline refinement works, always keeping the control points of the subdivision
patches in a form defined hierarchically relative to the parent patch, the normal actions of
the panel structure would affect the surface details in a very predictable manner.

APPENDIX A: BEZIER PATCH FORMULATION
The Bezier patch, as viewed in this thesis1 , is a type of parametric patch. Generally,
a parametric patch is an explicit function that maps a set of parameters with two degrees of
freedom continuously to a surface in R3 . The parameters are an independent pair (u,v) in
the normal 4-sided patch case, but can also take a different form such as (u,v,w I u + v + w
= 1) for a triangular patch.
Figure 1.7 earlier in this thesis shows the parameter space and resulting surface for
a 4-sided patch. Each point in the (u,v) square maps to one and only one point on the patch
surface. Note that the parameter space and the surface must be topologically identical, since
otherwise the continuity of the mapping would be violated (the only exception to this will
be if two sides of the patch are identified with each other, for example producing a
cylinder.) Thus, we can picture the parametric patch function as a rubberizer on its domain;
it stretches and bends the domain, but does not pierce it or tear it.
In Bezier patches, the shape of the surface is determined by the relative position of
a set of control points, and each point on the surface results from a weighted sum of these
control points. The step that takes parameter values and produces the weightings for the
control points is carried out by a set of basisfunctions. For Bezier patches these are the
Bernstein polynomials, which have the form

Bn(u) = ()ui(1-u)(n-i)

for i = 0, ..., n

(Al)

n!
Where (n)
I = i! (n - i)!
For example, the Bernstein polynomials for n = 3 are

bo(u) = 1 - 3u + 3u 2 - u3
bl(u) = 3(u - 2u 2 .+ u3 )

b2 (u) = 3(u 2 - u3 )
b 3 (u) = u3

(A2)

Any polynomial of degree n can be expressed as a linear combination of the (n+1)
Bernstein polynomials of degree n.
1Other more geometric interpretations of the Bezier patch can be made that will not be so oriented towards
its parametric nature.

The Bezier patch formulation in terms of the Bemstein basis for degrees n and m (a
separate degree can be given for each direction) is
mn
(uv)
j=0i=0

(DijB (u)B i (v)

u, v in interval [0, 1].

(A3)

Where (Dij stands for the control points. Since i and j run from 0 to n and 0 to m,
there will be (n+1)(m+1) control points.
This thesis makes use only of the bicubic form, where n = m = 3. The Bernstein
polynomials for this case are those of equations A2. We now apply the form that is typical
for treating square parametric patches of various types, the tensor product. The coefficients
in equations A2 are put in a matrix,
00
00
30
-3 1

(A4)

and then the equivalent of the above summation (note that the superscript
't'indicates transposition) is

(AS)

0(u,v) = u M(DMtvt
000

101 002 003

012 (D13 is the control point matrix, and
020 (21 022 (D23
030 0 31 032 (3 3

Where (D= 010

li

u = (1 u u2 u3), v = (1 v v2 v3), u, v in interval [0, 1].
The properties of Bezier patches are well known. Figure 4.5 shows a Bezier patch
with its corresponding control net. The control net is an aid for understanding the patch
construction and consists of lines linking the 16 control points. Some properties to
remember about the formulation:
a) The surface touches the 4 control points at its corners, and the surface is tangent
to the control net arms at these corners.
b) The surface lies entirely within the convex hull of its control points. This convex
hull property is very useful for interference detection.

c) Continuity with neighboring patches in a composite surface can be described in a
geometric, intuitive manner (see Appendix B.)
Extensive coverage of Bezier patches is to be found in the literature. Good sources
are Mortenson(85), Faux and Pratt(79),and the bibliographies within these books.
Particularly interesting is the use of triangular patches, mentioned in passing in the first
paragraph of this appendix. Farin(82) and Farin(86) discuss them in depth.

Historical note
Farin (86) points out that the triangular configuration Bezier or Bernstein-Bezier
patch was first, invented by P. DeCasteljau at the Citroen automobile company in the
1950's, and that it is mathematically more fundamental. De Casteljau's work was
unfortunately not discovered by the community at large until the 1970's. As a result, when
P. Bezier, also in the automobile business at Renault, formulated the square patch form in
the late 1960's he gave name to the field.

APPENDIX B: CONTINUITY BETWEEN SURFACE PATCHES
B General
This appendix discusses the conditions necessary to enforce the necessary levels of
continuity between surface patches in the Pseudoedge model.
The situation in question is depicted in figures B 1 and B2. In these figures we see
two adjacent surface patches. The notation borrows from Farin (82), with the difference
that he uses a more general starting formulation which is independent of the specific patch
parametrization. Let the boundary between them be defined parametrically as F(v), with
tangent vector DF(v), and the two patches as 0(u,v) and V(u,v), which given the direction
of parametrization shown in the figures, will have cross boundary tangents Du~((1, v) and
DuV(O, v). It is required that these not be colinear with DF(v) (otherwise the patch suffers
a degeneracy and will require special measures.) Farin(82) and Faux and Pratt(79) observe
then the following:
Strict C1 continuity will hold when Du4(1, v) and DuW(O, v) are colinear. This has the
practical meaning that if the value of v is held constant across a row of patches and u is
varied, the resulting composite parametric curve will be tangent continuous. This situation
is illustrated in figure B 1. Formally,
Duo(1, v) = %DuV(O, v),

Xconstant.

(BO)

Figure B C continuous patch boundary.

Visual C1 or tangent plane continuity is a less restrictive condition, which involves
having one unique tangent plane defined at any point on the boundary. This requires simply
that the three vectors Du4(1, v), DuV(O, v) and DF(v) be coplanar, as occurs in the

r"./A

Figure B2 Visual C1 (non-strict Cl) patch boundary.
hypothetical pipe blend of figure B2. This amounts to saying that they must be linearly

dependent, as follows:
det(Duo(1, v), Du,(0, v), DF(v)) = 0.

(B 1)

Which can be assured by setting
fl(v)Du,(1, v) + f2(v)DuV(0, v) +DF(v) = 0.

(B2)

Where fl(v), f 2 (v) and f 3 (v) are scalar valued functions with the same domain, v =
[0,1] as for the patch derivatives. Naturally, the strict C1 condition implies Visual C1,
since two colinear vectors are linearly dependent.
Next, note that by the positional continuity and u,v parametrization, 0(1,v) =
iy(O,v) = F(v) and thus DF(v) = Dvo(l,v) = DvW(O,v). We will use DF(v) = Dv4(l,v) for

this discussion.
If the two patches are of degree n, then Du)(1, v) and DuV(O, v) will both have
degree n, but Dvo(1,v) will have degree n-1. In Faux & Pratt (79) the choice for fl(v),
f2 (v) and f 3 (v) to satisfy (2) is
fl(v) = X

f2(v) = 1

f3(v) = 90

+

9lv

(B3)

So then (2) becomes
WDuo(1, v) + DuV(O, v) + (g0 + tiv)Dv4(1,v) = 0. (B4)

Which is our working expression for tangent plane continuity for the boundary
between (u,v) parametrized patches of degree n.

B2 Application to Bezier Patches
First of all, we reproduce the tensor product formulation of a 4-sided cubic Bezier
patch from chapter 5 and Appendix A, in this case with notation for two patches.
O(u,v) = U MMtvt

(u,v) = u MPMtvt

(B5)
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u = (1 u u2 u 3), v = (1 v v2 v3), u, v in interval [0, 1].
For a view of the two patches, 0(u,v) and N(u,v), with their corresponding control
nets, refer to figure 4.6, where the patches are labeled simply Patch 1 and Patch2. (Figure
4.5 is a nicer rendition of a single Bezier patch and its control net.) The control net is
nothing more than a set of lines connecting the control points, which are 28 in total in this

picture (4 are shared at the common boundary.) The highlighted net lines are the ones that
will contribute to the continuity formulation.
We are now ready to formulate the continuity conditions.Up to where it is noted,
the developments are those of Faux and Pratt (79, p214-217)
Method 1 - Strict C1 continuity
In terms of equation B5 , equation BO becomes
X[0 1 2 3] MclMtvt = [0 1 00] MPMtvt

Which yields
( T I i - TOOi) = X(D3i - 02i),

i = 0,1,2,3.

(B6)

Figure B3 The boundary between two C1 continuous patches.

This means that the arms of the control net must be colinear accross the boundary,
and in addition be related by a given length ratio. Figure B3, which is similar to figure 4.6,
tries to show this situation.
Method 2 - Visual C1 or tangent plane continuity
In terms of equation B5, equation B4 becomes
IMYMtvt + (go + 1lv)[1 1 1 1] M WMt [0 1 2v 3v2]t = 0.
(B7)
After some manipulation, this gives the following conditions on the control points
of the two patches:
X[0 1 2 3] M Mtvt + [0 1 00]

(T 10 - 'OO)

(B8)

= V(O30 - 020) + .lo(031 - 030),

(P 13 - P03 ) = •0(Q33 -023) + (go + 91))(033 - 032),

(B9)

1
1
(TP11 - T 0 1 ) = •D(Q31 - (21) + 3-9o( 2 (D32 - 031 - 030) + 3-91(D31 - 030),

(B 10)

(O12-T02) = %(32-

1
22) + 39O033 +

32 - 2031)

+

2
ý91(032 - 031).

(B11)

Equations B8 and B9 indicate coplanarity of the patch corner mesh arms. In a
geometric sense, the corner mesh arm coplanarity must hold because Bezier patches are
tangent to their two corner control arms (see Appendix A.)
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Figure B4 The boundary in a tangent plane continuous construction.
An observation outside of Faux and Pratt (79) is that due to the repeated factor of X
in equations B8 and B9, once five of the six corner-touching mesh arms have been placed
there is only one degree of freedom left for the last one. Figure B4 shows a boundary as in
figure B3 but with the colinearity condition relaxed, and the line on which the last control
point to be set is constrained to move.
In practical terms this means that given an arbitrary composite mesh adhering only
to the condition of coplanar mesh arms at the corner points, adjustments to produce overall
tangent plane continuity might be tricky, and general tangent plane continuous bicubic patch
models constructed by this method will not necessarily provide far greater design freedom
than strict C1 models. It would be a very interesting project to attempt to build a control
point manipulating object such as the Pseudoedge 9-block, but that would use the tangent
plane condition rather than the C1, and allow non-colinearity of mesh arms.
Lastly, if we set the factors go and g., in equations B8, B9, B 10, B11 to zero, the
set reduces to equation B6. That is, setting k.o and itI to zero amounts to enforcing the
colinearity of mesh arms of method 1.

Farin's construction
Farin(82) offers a construction similar to method 2 but of a more general nature,
with the objective of treating triangular as well as square Bezier patches and operating in
any degree. The impediment caused by the repeated factor is recognized. When we apply
Farin's construction to the boundary between 4-sided patches of degree 3, and use the
patch notation of this Appendix, the formulation for the corner control mesh arms becomes
T10 = (1 + a + c)030 - a031 - c020,
T 13 = (1 - b + c))33 + bb 32 - c(23Where a, b and c are scalars. This again produces the constraint situation illustrated
in figure B4. In the conclusions section of the paper, the author mentions that this situation
may be alleviated if in equation B3 the polynomials used for fl, f2 & f3 are made of higher
degree. The construction of novel continuity schemes for parametric surfacing is, however,
outside of the the scope of this thesis.

APPENDIX C - IMPLEMENTATION

C1 General
The Pseudoedge modeling scheme has been implemented in the form of programs
that run on a graphics workstation. First a general program was created, 4D5, which
supported all of the early development of the system. Then it was superseded by a multiwindow environment program, 4DK. Both programs were used in creating the model
images presented in this thesis. All code is written in C.
The structure of this appendix is as follows. After this introduction, the second
section describes the data structures that are used to represent the pseudoedge system in the
implementations. The workings of the system are explained in the third section, and lastly
there is a brief note on the hardware platform and the libraries used to carry out the
implementation.

Notation
The convention followed in this appendix for typesetting pseudocode and C code is
italic times for the pseudocode and courier for the C code. Comments within or arourid

C code are in <brackets.>
C2 Data Structures
This section deals only with those structures that are essential to the operation of the
pseudoedge system. Those program features that have to do with user interface, file
loading and saving, and the like are relegated to section C3.
In some cases actual C code is used instead of pseudocode. This is a convenience
measure, but is also done to make it simpler for the reader to implement his or her own
pseudoedge system. Apologies are due if this is a difficulty.
Please note also that where there is a known better alternative to the present
implementation, the alternative will be discussed rather than the status quo. For example,
some pointer references that are one-way in the implementation are two-way in this
appendix, because this would make for a great speed and code cleanliness improvement.
This is planned as a near-future addition (time permitting) to the programs.
This section will make frequent reference to the main body of the thesis. This is
possible given that the abstracted methodology and the implementation of the pseudoedge
system are not very far apart.

Some comment is necessary on the issue of the two versions of Pseudoedge
actually coded and working.The full implementation with the generalized n-sided panel
surfaces is incorporated only into the second version known as 4DK. The first version,
4D5, still has a more primitive, earlier panel system that supports only 4-sided panels and
which will be ignored in this appendix. As it stands, the older program is used only to
create pseudoedge nets. Then these are passed over to the newer one for paneling. The user
interface characteristics of each program will be reviewed in the next section.
The structuring of the system implementations turns around the following
structures, listed with a brief explanatory note and references to related chapter sections in
the text body. The names used are the actual C structure names currently in use in the
program.
a) The geometric.This is the basic hierarchical building block. (4.1-4.5)
b) The section. Sections are templates for the placement of geometrics in patterns.
(4.4)
c) The tentpole. This is the structure that represents both pseudoedges and skeleton
splines. The strange name is a remnant from an earlier view of Pseudoedge surfaces
as similar to a metallic tube and cloth camping tent. (4.3-4.5)
d) The panel. This is the basic surface shape management structure, and supports
surface patch data. (4.6-4.10)
e) The edge. Edges relate panels to each other, and also support surface patch data.
(4.9)
f) The special. Specials are used to mark those meetings of panels that require a
special patch, and support the surface data for that patch.(4.6)
In the case of the geometric, section, panel and edge the correspondence between
these working data structures and the conceptual structure described in Chapter 4 is exact.
In-the case of the tentpole, the pseudoedge and spline are folded into one. As for the
special, it was mentioned indirectly in section 4.6, when it is said that the special 4-blocks
of the n panels meeting at a vertex produce a special patch. To the above list we might add
g) The patch.Patches are used to store the surface points used for rendering.
However, this structure really belongs as an aside because it is of a lower level than
all the others and is stored differently, as an appendage of panels, edges and specials.

Storage management
The six main structures listed in a-f above all have one point in common: The
storage method.
Each structure is dynamically allocated and linked with all the others of its type in a
singly linked list. The structures all have the form
typedef struct{
struct GENERIC *next;
<body of structure here>
} GENERIC;
A convention that will be followed in the rest of this appendix is that any mention of
a pointer as a structure (as in "points to the base" or "the geo world matrix" when base and
geo are pointers) is to be understood to mean the structure referenced by the pointer.
For each structure type defined by the above pattern, there is a separate file created,
the storageallocator.This file looks as follows, in mixed C and english pseudocode:

STORE.C

(6 copies)

<Pointers to the first-in-list and last-in-list structures. In practice these are adjacent; the list
is circular. The prefix "Gen" is replaced by Geo, Sec, Pole , Pan, Edge, Sp and
GENERIC by the structure name. >
static GENERIC *GenBasePtr, *GenCurrPtr;
GENERIC *GenNew() {

Dynamically allocatespacefor 1 structure (calloc).
Perform initializationsparticularto structuretype.
Puton linked list so that
a) the new structurepoints to the basepointer.
b) the old currentpointerstructurepoints to the new structure
c) the currentpointer is updated to point to the new structure.
Return the new structurepointer.
void *GenClear() {

Check all structuresindividuallyfor proper deallocationof sub-allocatedmaterial.
Discardall structures.
Set staticpointersto null.
}
GENERIC *GenListBase(){
return GenBasePtr;
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This storage allocator is very minimal and does not for example have provision for
discarding single list elements. The processes of Pseudoedge have been so far such that
these features are sufficient.
The structures are then accessed through this type of loop, shown in the context of
a fictitious function (there are many like this in the program, thought)

GENERIC *FindDesiredStruct() {
GENERIC *gen, *limit;
gen = limit = GenListBase();
if(gen)do{
if(IsDesiredStruct(gen))

return gen;

gen = gen->next;
!= limit);

} while(gen

Since such a loop is fast, it is feasible to perform many searches of the database to
perform an operation on the right elements of it, and most operations include such
traversals.
The structures
The data structures-are now listed. Some minor fields are omitted due to irrelevance
for this discussion, and others are changed in name for extra clarity. None of what is left
out should be needed by a basic version of the modeler.
Supporting type definitions & define statements
typedef float Matrix[4] [4];
typedef struct {
float x,

y,

z;

} POINT;

typedef int boolean;

<will only be used for 0 or 1>

typedef POINT NINEBLOCK[3] [3 ]

<to be used in the panels>

typedef struct {
POINT point, normal, utan, vtan;
} SURFACEPOINT;

< A note on these define statements: within the structures, many things are allocated in a
fixed manner. This is simple and fast but wastes memory as compared to dynamic
allocation. The platform used had ample memory, so it was the best solution for
development purposes.>
#define MaxTentpoleRefs

8 <should be 6-15 or so>

#define MaxChildrenInSection

35 <should be around 30 or so>
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100 <should be around 100-200>

#define MaxGeosInTentpole
#define MaxPanelSides

14 <should be around 10-15. In a more advanced

implementation, should probably switch to dynamic
allocation.>

Geometric
typedef struct {
struct GEOMETRIC *next;
struct GEOMETRIC *mother;

struct GEOMETRIC **children;

<dynamically all ocated pointer array>

Matrix Local, World;
POINT *point;

<set geo->point = &gec)->world[3][0]>

boolean funny;

int boundPolesNum;
struct TENTPOLE *boundPoles[MaxTentpoleRefs];

int blendIndex;
} GEOMETRIC;

Section
typedef struct

{

struct SECTION *next;
struct POINT shape[MaxChildrenInSection];

int shapeArraySize;

int name;
} SECTION;

Tentpole
typedef struct

{

struct TENTPOLE *next;
struct GEOMETRIC *pins[MaxGeosInTentpole] ;
boolean circular;
boolean isPseudoedge;

int type;
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} TENTPOLE;

Panel
typedef struct

{

struct PANEL *next;
struct GEOMETRIC *pins[MaxPanelSides] ;
struct EDGE *edges[MaxPanelSides];
struct POINT panelVectors[MaxPanelSides] [2];
boolean collapse[MaxPanelSides] [2];
NINEBLOCK nineBlocks [MaxPanelSides];

struct PATCH *patch;

< see figure 4.8>

<in panels and specials this can be an array of
patches produced by the Storry and Ball scheme.>

int sides,

depth, patchnum;

<depth is the num. of recursive levels for
Storry and Ball scheme.>

} PANEL;

Edge
typedef struct

{

struct EDGE *next, *nextOnePanel, *nextInLoop;
struct GEOMETRIC *ends[2];
struct PANEL *panels[2];

struct PATCH *patch;

<Edges are always four-sided (1 patch)>

boolean onPseudoedge;
} EDGE;

Special
typedef struct {
struct SPECIAL *next;
struct GEOMETRIC *geo;
struct EDGE *edges[MaxPanelSides];
boolean edgedir[MaxPanelSides];
PATCH *patch;

int sides,

depth, patchnum;
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} SPECIAL;

Patch
<Note, no linked list pointer! exists only as appendage of panel, edge and special.>
typedef struct {
struct SURFACEPOINT *surfpts;

int precision;

<size of surfpts array = (precision +1)2>

int flipNormals;
} PATCH;

C3 Program Flow
There are three basic program processes, given the above structures:
1) Design a pseudoedge assembly from geometrics and tentpoles, with the aid of
sections. This assembly can be stored in a file. The process includes redesigning
the geometry or the connectivity on an existing design. We will call this design.
2) Given a pseudoedge assembly, consisting of geometric objects linked by the
hierarchy and through tentpole objects, create and link up the panels, edges, and
specials. Let this be called paneling.
3) Create the surface patches from the nine-blocks of control points in the panel
structures (see sections 4.6 and on.) Let this be called surfacing.
Design is handled separately from paneling and surfacing. Only the results of
design (geometrics, tentpoles and sections) are stored in a file. Surfacing is always done at
least once after paneling is done, but can be done multiple times for cases when the user
skips back over to the design process but changes only the geometry (coordinate values)
and not the topology (geometric-tentpole connectivities) of the object.

II_
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Figure C1 shows the possible
program flow options. There is no mode
change needed between design, paneling
and surfacing. Surfacing is attempted
automatically every time the user
changes the geometry of an object during
the design process, but before the
paneling has been performed the system
database is empty, so nothing gets done.
This is a property of the storage allocator
and database traversal loop combination
shown in section C2.

Figure C1 The program flow.
We will now pass into the discussion of each block of the flowchart of figure C1,
with the exception of course of the display block, which is inconsequent. Much of this
material is meant to be read in conjunction with the material in chapter 4.
The design block is split into two for discussion: Topology changes and geometry
changes.

A note on file storage
Pseudoedge can start its work from scratch or from reading in a file. The file
system is simply of the memory-image sort: all the design block structures (geometrics,
sections and tentpoles) are read onto disc as a unit, and all other structures are then
generated from these. In the read the three structure types are reinstated and all their pointer
relationships are restored, and anything that was in the memory before the read is tossed.
Thus we need treat only the design-from-scratch program flow.

Design block: Topology changes
The topology changes possible are: Addition of geometrics into the hierarchy by
single or multiple assignment, and pinning (or re-pinning) of tentpoles to geometrics.
First a set of initial geometrics is introduced into the modeling arena. The default
placement coordinates should ideally be varied for each one so they are not all piled in one
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place; this is an interactive system and the user must be able to observe the geometrics as
objects onscreen, and interact with them. The default placement matrix is the identity except
for the last row (p in section 4.1.) which houses the placement coordinates. Geometrics
that are created but not being used in the designed object are not a hindrance to the system.
<create initial geometrics for general use.>
Geometrics Creation Function(number-to-create)
Do number-to-createtimes,
1) Request new structurefrom geometric storageallocator
2) Complete initializations(some may be put in allocator):
Local matrix = defaultplacement matrixfor this loop
World matrix = defaultplacement matrixfor this loop
pointfield-set to point to last row of world matrix.
all otherfields = zero.

<create an initial small library of sections for setting geometrics in patterns;
10 sections or so are done at present..>
Sections CreationFunction(number-to-create)
Do number-to-createtimes, with different geometry each time
1)Request new structurefrom section storage allocator
2) Complete initializations:
Coordinatearraysize for this section( 3 to MaxChildrenlnSection)
Coordinatevalues in shape arrayfor this section(mostly z=O)
Typically: square, hexagon, etc.
Name for this section(uniqueinteger identifierseparatefrom pointer.)
Once created, the geometrics are associated into hierarchies. This is done by one of
two basic methods.
Single assignment: The user can take any single geometric (with any
descendants of it) and declare it child of another given geometric. The mother pointer in the
child is then filled, and the children array recieves one more child pointer. The children
array is dynamically allocated, so the C function realloc is applied each time a change is
made. There is no specific ordering to the children array; all children are always equal. In
the present implementation the children array is null-terminated (there is always one more
space allocated than is needed for the pointers, and this space is made zero.) like this the
length of the children array need not be stored; it is found when needed by the statements
int numchildren = 0;
while (geo->children[numchildren] ) i++;
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after which numchildren carries the number of children of the geometric. Not
allocating the last null slot correctly is, of course, catastrophic.
The geometric's local and global coordinates must next be set up correctly. It is
assumed that the world matrix (default placement matrix) is to remain unchanged. The
local matrix L, which gives the position in the frame of the newly acquired parent, is
computedusing equation 4.4.
Multiple assignment: user can mark a geometric and request that it be given a set

of children of number n.What happens then is (can have defaults for all the user input)
a ) User must give a section ID for the marked geometric. If none of the sections
matches the way the user would like to place the children, user must make a new
section. A section library window is provided for section design. If the user is in a
hurry, a section can be created automatically to simply be a circular layout with the
number of children the user wants. The section ID is given to the geometric.
b) Have user specify mapping of section xyz's to geometric xyz's. (Can be one of 3:
xyz to xyz, xyz to yzx, or xyz to zxy.) The xyz to yzx option is the appropriate one
for making sweeps, where the sectional design should lie perpendicular to the xaxis (known as the tangent in the nomenclature of chapter 4.)
c) Call Geometrics Creation Function with argument n to make space in the
database.
d) Do for each of the geometrics
1 ) Set L matrix last row to corresponding section coordinate values, set
by the parent's section ID field. Rest of matrix remains as identity matrix.
2) Single assignment process above, without the matrix setting part.
3) Apply equation 4.5, obtain W matrix from L matrix.

Tentpole pinning is done as follows. The user issues the tentpole creation
command. Then, she inputs succesive pinnings by picking, and finally closes the creation
operation. There are also facilities for removing a pinning, changing a pinning and deleting
a tentpole altogether. The process is
Request one new tentpolefrom storagefacility.
Foreachpin (geometricpointer)inputfrom user,
IF it is not alreadyon the tentpolef entergeometric into the tentpole pins list
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add the tentpole to the geometric's boundpoles list
ELSE IF the pin is the same as the initial one label the tentpole as circular.
ELSE do nothing.
Close operation;leave pin input mode
Establish new tentpole identity:
IF any of the pin geometrics has children ASSUME the tentpole is a spline:
set isPseudoedge =0;
ELSE set isPseudoedge = 1.
<note this problem: If the user wants to bind
structures to the surface-level geometrics in the generator groups, then this criterion will
make the program think that the pseudoedge is in the spline role. To be improved.>
There is a faster process too, for putting multiple pseudoedge-role tentpoles at once
on succesive generator groups of geometrics on a spline-role tentpole, to make a sweep
type object. It depends on all the spline geometrics having a paralell indexing for their
generator group children.
For each index of the children arrayof the spline geometrics, i
Request one new tentpole
For each index on the spline,j
issue splinepins[j]->children[i]as apinfor the new tentpole.
Close operation:Establishtentpole identity = pseudoedge.
The user also can set at any time the spline type, regular or position-control, as
discussed in section 4.3.
Basic rules that must be respected when pinning tentpoles:
1) A geometric cannot have more than one continuing tentpole through it, that is, if it
has several tentpoles on it (this implies tentpoles used as pseudoedges) all but 1
must terminate on the geometric.
2) The way the system stands, it cannot deal with paneling joins of more than 3
tentpoles. (2 terminating and 1 continuing.) This should be solvable.
Design block: Geometry changes
Geometry changes are under the control of the user by picking and
dragging/twisting the geometrics. The input is of two types: pure displacements through
the mouse, which is used to move in a plane in the 3D world, pure rotations also through
the mouse, and combined displacements and rotations through the Spaceball.
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The Spaceball is a 3D input device that sends a force/torque matrix to the system
through the event queue of the workstation. This matrix allows quite direct conversion to a
displacement matrix in 3D, which is the A matrix applied to the geometric in equation 4.3.
The result is that the geometric appears to the user like a solid node of a structure being held
in his hand and pushed together with all its dependent geometry (hierarchical descendants)
against a moderate resistance. The C code for this is fairly readable:
MoveGeoDriveChildren (geo, delta)
GEOMETRIC *geo;
Matrix delta;

int i = 0;
MultiplyInOnLeft (delta, geo->W) ;

<eqn. 4.3>

EvalWorldToLocal (geo) ;

<eqn. 4.4>

while (geo->children[i]) {

EvalGeo (geo->children [ i ] ) ;

<recursive call; see below>

i++;

}
EvalGeo (geo)
GEOMETRIC *geo;

{
short i = 0;
EvalLocalToWorld(geo) ;

<eqn.4.5 >

while(geo->children[i]) { EvalGeo(geo->children[i]); i++; }

}

After the geometrics have been evaluated by this method, the changes in geometry
must be processed by the tentpoles. The approach is described in section 4.3, in the context
of the spline. As is the case in most operations, no distinction is needed between tentpoles
as splines and tentpoles as pseudoedges. In pseudocode,
RefreshAllTentpoles
For every tentpole of position control type in storage,
set the all the driven geometrics'positions (equation 4.9)
Forevery tentpole in storage regardlessof type,
set the rotationsof all the geometrics (equations4.6 & 4.7)
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This refresh is performed at the end of any geometric moving action, so it overrides
other updates perfomed. The end of moving action, in the case of a mouse drag, is the
lifting of the mouse button; in the case of a spaceball drag, another button is used to the
same effect.
Paneling block
The paneling is headed by a function that looks like this, after a little simplification
for digestibility:
CreatePaneling ()

{
PanClear () ;

EdgeClear () ;

<Clean out the storage facilities>

SpClear ();
SetFunnyFlagAllGeos ();
CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdges ();
CreateSinglePanelEdges ();
SetOnPseudoedgeValuesInEdges ();
while (BuildEdgeLoopCreateNpanels());
CreateSpecials ();

ComputeSurfaceVariables ();

<this is the surfacing function>

SetNormalsCorrections ();

We now discuss these calls. First, the storage clearing functions make sure that the
storage is free. Then, the geometrics are all examined for "funnyness". This is an important
concept. When a geometric is funny, the paneling will react by not eliminating the edge
patches in the pseudoedge direction for the panels and edges that touch it (see section 6.1.)
Also, special structures get created only for the funny geometrics, since otherwise the
superfluous patch disablement eliminates the need for a patch. As the name implies, a
funny geometric is one at which something funny happens to the surface that requires the
interpolation properties of the edge patches to maintain continuity. Reasoning used for
funnyness:
SetFunnyFlagAllGeos
Do for all geometrics in storage,
IF a) It is at the end of a tentpole. OR
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b) It is the inmediate sibling (adjacentin parent'schildren array) of a geometric
which is at the end of a tentpole,
geo->funny = 1;
ELSE geo->funny =0.
Next, the CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdges function carries out the panel building
method of section 4.6. It works as follows:

CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdges{
CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdgesFirstPass
CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdgesSecondPass
CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdgesFirstPass
Do for all tentpoles that are pseuodoedges (isPseudoedge= 1)
Dofor allpairs of adjacentpins on the tentpole (firstand last are adjacent too if
circular)- let the pairbe geol, geo2

Find the two adjacentgeometrics to each pin in its sibling group (generator
group), call these rightl and leftl, right2 and left2
IF OnSharedTentpole(rightl,right2)
TryToCreatePanelMakeEdges(geol,geo2, right2, rightl)
IF OnSharedTentpole(leftl, left2)
TryToCreatePanelMakeEdges(geol,geo2, leftl, left2)
<these next two cases are in case the sibling numbering was reversed >

IF OnSharedTentpole(rightl,left2)
TryToCreatePanelMakeEdges(geol,geo2, left2, rightl)
IF OnSharedTentpole(leftl, right2)
TryToCreatePanelMakeEdges(geol,geo2, right2, leftl)
CreateFourSidedPanelsMakeEdgesSecondPass
Do as aboveforfirstpass, calling TryToCreatePanelsMakeEdges,but search only
the last andfirstpairof geometricson each tentpole, and take an alternateadjacency
condtionfor the end-of-pseuodoedge geometrics: their neiighborsare the geometrics
they sharea panel side with. This permitsforming panels at the butt-join of one sweep
onto another,where the geometrics the attachments are no longer siblings.See the
connecting arm in figure 3.6.
TryToCreatePanelMakeEdges(geol,2, 3, 4)
IF geol, 2, 3, 4[
a) do NOT make more than 2 matches with the geometrics in any singlepanel
already in the database (redundantcreationfilter)
(IF they do make 2 matches, save the pair & the
match-panel in a temporary array)
AND b) areNOT containedin the base of a butt-join between sweeps. Test:
march outwards on the tentpolesfrom the 4 geometrics and see if a set of
attachments isfound that are allfrom the same sweep.

}
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THEN{
Request a panelfrom storageallocator
Fill the panel pins with the geos
Set sides = 4
Forall of the the pair-of-geometricsmatches
in the earliercomparison with other panels,
TryToCreateEdge(newpanel,comparisonpanel,matchgeol & 2).

}
TryToCreateEdge(panl&2, geo 1 & 2)
IF the 2 geos don't match with other edges in database{
Request an edgefrom storage allocator
Emter two geos and two panels into edge.
Enter edge into edges list of the two panels.

<Redundancy check>

Now there is the creation of single panel edges. So far, all the edges created have
been between two panels. Now, all the open panel sides are given edges also.
CreateSinglePanelEdges
Dofor side index i = 1 to side num of panel
IF edges[i] is null {
<same as above>
IF pairof geos not redundant{
Request a new edge
fill edge as per above, except only one panelpointer.}}
Next, the edges must be flagged for pseudoedge or non. The superfluous patch
disablement feature built in to the control point computations for the surface requires this
information; no edge that is onPseudoedge should have its patch killed. However, if
desired this flag can be found on-the-spot when doing the surfacing and the field dropped
from the edge structure.
Forall edges in storage,
IF the two end geometrics are on the same tentpole and the tentpole does not end
on eitherof them,
set onPseudoedge = 2;
ELSE IF the two geometrics are on the same tentpole and the tentpole does end on
one of them, set onPseudoedge = 1;
ELSE set onPseudoedge = 0.
The following step is to build the edge loops and from them create the n-sided
panels. Edges are provided with two linked list pointers other than the storage allocation
one: nextOnePanel and next InLoop. There is a file, edgelink.c, which is dedicated
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to managing these lists in the same way as the store files do the storage allocation. The
functions there provided are, for the record:
InsertEdgeIntoSinglePanelList (edge)
InsertEdgeIntoLoopList(edge)
EDGE *SinglePanelEdgeBase()
EDGE *LoopEdgeBase ()
EDGE *LoopEdgeCurrent()
ClearSinglePanelEdgeList()
ClearLoopEdgeList ()
IsOnLoop (edge)

The function that handles this, BuildEdgeLoopCreateNpanels, works by
getting called repeatedly; every time, one n-panel is created. When it has no more n-panels
to create it returns zero.

BuildEdgeLoopCreateNpanels
clear out the auxiliary lists.
Dofor all edges in storage, {
IF the edge has only 1 panel pointer, InsertEdgelntoSinglePanelList(edge)}
BuildEdgeLoop,
IF the loop build was succesful, I.E the loop base pointer is now non-null
UseEdgeLoopToMakeNpanel
Return 1;
ELSE Return 0.
BuildEdgeLoop
Forinfinite circularloop aroundedges of singlepanel edge list
IFfirst loop: put edge into loop list
ELSE IF edge shares an end with the currentloop list ends and edge does
not shareboth ends with any edge on the list {
IF edge is orientedinversely to the presentordering in the loop (each
edge 1-end should touch the next edge's O-end) swap the edge's ends,
ELSE ( edge ok, leave as is)
IF edge closes off the loop (its 1-end touches the O-end of the loop
base) enter edge into loop, Return to caller.
ELSE enter edge into loop.

}

UseEdgeLoopToMakeNpanel
IF still usingfixed allocationfor panel size: check that the number of edges
does not exceed the max panel size, abort:give error,return.
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ELSE go on:
Request a panelfrom storagefacility
Foreach edge in edge loop, and with counter i
enter edge's O-end into panelpins[i]
enter edge into panel edges[i]
enter new panel into edge's empty panel slot. (edge is now no longer
singlepanel)
When the BuildEdgeLoopCreateNpanels has exhausted the supply of single edge
panels, the paneling is finished; all edges should have two panels and no panels should be
left with a missing edge pointer.
The last step in paneling is the creation of the the specials.

CreateSpecials
Dofor all geometrics(
IF the geometric hasfunny = 1(true){
Collect into temporary arrayall the edges that touch the geometric.
Request one specialfrom storage
Check number of edges in temp arrayfor exceeding max special size (if
fixed alloc) if too many abort.
Fillthe special'sedges arraywith the edges in the temporary array
Set the sides value (= number of edges)
Do for all specisls: OrderSpecialEdges
OrderSpecialEdges(special)
Put edges arrayof special into temporary storage
sort edges so that they match theiractualorder aroundthe special
Set the edges' edgedirflags, which standfor which way the panels go on each edge
That is, the edges have a panel[0l andpanel [1]. The edgedirflag is set
so that the succesion of panels aroundthe special can be written ,for
sides i = 0 to n-1,
panel #i = special->edges[i]->panels[special>edgedir[i]J

In the finding of the edgedir values in the above algorithm and in other parts of the
program, an index-wrapping utility function, _), is used for circular algorithms working
on linear arrays. This function is discussed under surfacing, next.

Surfacing block
This block consists of mainly the function ComputeSurfaceVariables and its

subordinates. The last function, SetNormalsCorrect ions, can also be called part of
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the surfacing process but usually will not need to be called repeatedly for geometry changes
(the smaller loop of figure C1) since the direction of the normal vectors is set by the way
the pins of the panels are ordered.This smaller loop needs only to run this:
IncorporateGeometricChange{
MoveGeoDriveChildren (geo, delta) ;
RefreshAllTentpoles ();
ComputeSurfaceVariables ();

<see earlier insection>
<see earlier insection>

}
Taking apart the function of interest,
ComputeSurfaceVariables ()

{
SetStandardPrecision(DefaultPrec);
SetNpatchPrecision(DefaultPrec);
ComputePanelVectors ();
ComputePanelControlPoints ();
ComputeEdgeSurfacePoints ();
ComputePanelSurfacePoints ();
ComputeSpecialSurfacePoints ();

The functions work as follows. The first two set static values in the module that
computes the patches. Any patch that is computed will be discretized by DefaultPrec
number of of polygons on a side, or DefaultPrec+l number of surface points on a side.
Then, first the panel vectors are found by the process
ComputePanelVectors
Dofor each panel in storage
Foreach panelpin, index i
Calculatetwo temporaryvectors (0 & 1) as
vec[l] = vectorfrom pin to next pin
vectO] = vectorfrom pin to precedingpin
Foreach of the two vectors,(j= 0 ,1)
Find edge structure hat the vec[j] lies on (use edges array)
IF(UseThisGeoTangent(edge,this pin))
Calculate-Vector-Of-Same-Norm-And-Direction-ButAligned-With-Pin-Tangent(pin-tangent,vec[j], result),
panelVectors[il[j] = result.;
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ELSE put the temporary vector into panelVectors[i][j]
UseThisGeoTangent(edge,geo)
IF edge's onPseudoedgevalue is 2 (edge is internal to a pseudoedge)
return1;
ELSE IF edge's onPseudoedge value is 1 (edge at end of a pseudoedge)
return( 0 if the geo is the geo that the pseudoedge ends on
I if it is not.

}

ELSE return 0;
Next the control points get calculated. This for a change will be presented in
straitght C code. First, we need a utility function for the wrapping of indices
function _() - this works as follows:
a) call with SET value.
b) call with the value to wrap around at.
c) call with algorithm indices. The non-look of the call makes easier math reading.
(i)

int i;

{
static int set, k;
if(i
== SET){ set = 1; return 0;}
if(set) { if(i
< 3) ERR("bad input to _() ");
k = i; set = 0; return 0;}
if(i
if(i

< 0) return (i+k);
>= k) return (i-k);

return i;

}
This function is also used extensively in the implementation of the n-sided patch
generation process. It permits the math to be written in a straightforward way.
#define GETSIDE(i,

j)

_(i-1+j)

ComputePanelControlPoints ()

{

PANEL *p, *base;
short i, j;

p = base = PanListBase();
if (p) do{
(SET);
(p->sides);
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for(i = 0; i < p->sides; i++){
for(j = 0; j < 2; j++)
p->collapse [i] [j] =
(int) (p->edges[GETSIDE(i, j)]->onPseudoedge &&
!p->pins[i]->funny);

<note in this call: The form &(p->collapse)[i][0] , where p->collapse is an array of
shorts, simply establishes access to the two values p->collapse[i][0] and p->collapse[i][1]
as a 1D array with 2 elt's>
ComputeControlmat (p->blocks [i]
p->pins[i],
p->vecs[i],
& (p->collapse) [i] [0]);
p = p->next;
} while(p != base);

<These functions take care of building a 9-block for one panel corner. The templates are as
follows at present: (see section 4.6 and 6.1)>
float collapsedTemplate[3] = {0.0, 0.0
0.333};
float templates[] [3] = { {0.07, 0.14, 0.4},
{0.1, 0.2, 0 .4},
{0.22, 0.46, 0.477},
{0.0, 0.0, 0 .333}};

<For the blend management, he geos have a blendindex field, and this function takes it to a
template pointer:>
float *ReturnBlendVectorPt r(index)
short index;

{
switch(index){
case 0: return &templates[0] [0];
case 1: return &templates[l] [0];
case 2: return &templates[2] [0];
case 3: return &templates[3] [0];
default: return &templates[0] [0];

}

break;
break;
break;
break;
break;

<In this function, note how the point field of the geometric is used: it is set up at
initialization so that geo->point = &(geo->world)[3][0], so that then geo->point->x =
geo->world[3][0], geo->point->y = geo->world[3][1], and likewise for z.>
ComputeControlmat(c, geo, vecs, collapse)
CONTROLMAT c;
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GEOMETRIC *geo;
POINT vecs[];
short collapse[];

{
short i, j;
float *blendtemplates[2];
for(i = 0; i < 2; i++){
<If collapsing is appropriate, use the collapsed template; otherwise use the template
that is specified by the blendindex of the panel pin.>
blendtemplates[i] = (collapse[i] ? collapsedTemplate :
ReturnBlendVectorPtr(geo->blendindex));
for(i = 0; i < 3; i++){
for(j = 0; j < 3; j++){
c[j][i].x = geo->point->x
+ vecs[0] .x * blendtemplates[0] [j]
+ vecs[l].x * blendtemplates[l] [i];
c[j][i].y = geo->point->y
+ vecs[0] .y * blendtemplates[0] [j]
+ vecs[1] .y * blendtemplates [1] [i];
= geo->point->z
c[j][i].z
+ vecs[0] .z * blendtemplates[0] [j]
+ vecs[l] .z * blendtemplates[l] [i];

}

The computation of control points is now complete. The surface must be computed.
The control points will be used to make either the 4-sided bezier patch or an n-sided Stony
and Ball patch. This is done by the last 3 functions of the surface block,
ComputeEdgeSurfacePoints ();
ComputePanelSurfacePoints ();
ComputeSpecialSurfacePoints ) ;
These all operate very similarly, thanks to some patterns. First, only one patch is
assigned to each structure. This might be a non-4-sided patch, in which case what is stored
is actually an array of patches, but the boundary conditions are still those of a single patch.
In the case of the panel it is the interior patch. The edges, for their part, hold one patch that
in section 4.6 was called a generator or pseudoedge patch, and which has the particularity
of always being square. The specials have their special patch. This makes the situation
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fairly symmetric. The only thing that forces distinctions between the cases is that the
control points indexing is very different depending on where you are looking at the 9blocks from. The panel sees a very simple ordering, and the interior patch is easy to
build,whether 4 or n-sided. The edge, which need only deal with 4-sided patches, is
nevertheless a bit trickier because it can have panels oriented one or the other way to either
side of it. The worst is the special, which must pick out which way each of its n panels is
indexed.
This issue of the ordering of the 9-blocks is purely a low-level programming
problem and tedious in nature, therefore we will ignore it in this discussion and go directly
to a function ComputePatch that assumes as input a set of ordered 4-Blocks from which to
make the patch, and a number of sides n. This ordering is assumed to be that which occurs
naturally in the interior patch of a panel, as shown in figure 4.18. This said, the processes
are as follows, performed for all panels, edges and specials:

Do for each occurrenceof each structure

{
ComputeEdgePatch
Find orderingof panels to eitherside of edge
Preparearrayof 4 temporary 4-blocks , temp, from panel 9-blocks
edge->patch = ComputePatch(temp,4, 1)
ComputePanelPatch
Directlypreparetemporary array panel->sidesnumber of 4-blocks, temp
panel->patch= ComputePatch(temp,panel->sides,depth)
ComputeSpecialPatch
Findorderingofpanels aroundspecial
Preparearrayof special->sidestnumber of 4-blocks , temp, from panel 9-blocks
special->patch= ComputePatch(temp,special->sides,depth)
The patch computation function then picks up,
ComputePatch(4blocks,sides)

<fn. has type patch-pointer>

IF sides == 4 return ComputeBezierPatch(4Blocks);
ELSE

returnComputeRecursiveBsplinePatchFromBezierPoints(4Blocks,sides, depth);

The Storry and Ball scheme is applied very straightforwardly, generating 3n
patches (where n is the number of sides) in each recursive level.
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sides, depth)
ComputeRecursiveBsplinePatchFromBezierPoints(4Blocks,
Allocate an arrayof patchespatcharray,of size 3*sides*depth
Foreachpatch allocatecurrentdefault number of suface points
Apply equation4.14 to get hermite cornervectorsfrom 4-blocks
Apply equations4-13 to getfirst controlpoint layerfor Bspline patches:points
for j = 0 to sides-1.
V, Ej, Fj,Ij.
RecursiveBsplinePatchGeneration
(V, E, F,I,alpha, beta, gamma, sides,patcharray,depth, depthcount)
returnpatcharray;
RecursiveBsplinePatchGeneration
(V, E, F,I, alpha,beta, gamma, sides, patcharray,depth, depthcount)
Find the V, E, F,I valuesfor the next layer down
Findthe 0 (outer) layerfor the above V, E, F,I <see Ball & Storry 88>
The V, E, F, I ,O's now form a net of B-spline control points.
Do 3 times with different template each time,
Pick out a set of 16 controlpoints
ComputeSingleTensorProductPatch(nextspace in patcharray,
4Blocks, BSPLINE);
increment depthcountby 1;
If depthcount > depth return 0,
RecursiveBsplinePatchGeneration
(V, E, F,I, alpha, beta, gamma, sides, patcharray,depth, depthcount)
return 0
And for the Bezier patches,
ComputeBezierPatch(4Blocks)
Allocate one patch
Allocate default # of surface pts for patch
4Blocks, BEZIER)
ComputeSingleTensorProductPatch(patch,
This will be the end of this discussion of the software implementation of
Pseudoedge.

C4 Hardware
All programming of the pseudoedge system was done on a Silicon Graphics
4D70GT workstation, on loan from Silicon Graphics Inc. to the MIT CADLAB. This
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workstation can perform 1.1 million floating point operations per second, and has coupled
integrally to its CPU a graphics subsystem that can under ideal process conditions render
40000 lighted and gouraud shaded surface polygons per second or 400000 3D vectors per
second. (Actual performance is lowered by program overheads.)
As for the practical meaning of these figures, the CPU or number-crunching
performance is good but by today's standards-The 4D70GT is a 4-year old model-not
especially fast. This is not the case for the drawing speed, which still appears very high
today and means that simple faceted or wireframe objects can be redrawn at speeds that
equal movie animation, producing absolutely smooth motion. Objects with blended, cuved
surfaces must be represented by a large number of flat polygons. This is visually very
effective (the polygons are blended by the Gouraud method so the surface looks
continuous) but the display rate decreases to non-animated speeds. The solution used for
these cases is to degenerate the image to the pseudoedge form, where only lines are
displayed, for the purposes of realtime user interaction. The full surface is then redisplayed
automatically when the image comes to rest. The machine supports automatic hidden
surface elimination by a Z-buffer, double buffering, multiple source lighting, and
transparency effects. The input devices are the mouse and the earlier mentioned Spaceball,
which is made by Spatial Systems Inc. and is capable of 3D translation-rotation input by
forces and torques. The name Spaceball is a trademark of Spatial Systems Inc.
Viewing and interaction in the first Pseudoedge implementation, 4D5, are
conducted in a 3D perspective world. The second implementation, 4DK, tries to come
closer to a practical engineering interface. All work is performed on ortho projections, with
a 3D window used for viewing purposes only.
The input by mouse into the 3D world is based on the paradigm of the mouse pad
lying horizontal in the world; thus, the mouse y movement (away/towards the user)
controls the depth into the screen of the moved object. The mouse x movement controls the
side to side movement, and the vertical movement is left to the mouse buttons. The mouse
has three buttons. Two are assigned to up and down (hold to continue movement, release
to stop) and the third remains a regular select button. Input by mouse to the ortho
projections is simpler: all movement is in the plane of projection, and the user changes
windows (three are displayed in the manner of a traditional drawing) to move in the
remaining axis. The mouse cannot per se indicate a rotation, so separate modes for twisting
input exist, where the mouse motions map to rotations.
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The Spaceball device operates only in the 3D perspective world, and has been
incorporated only to program 4D5. It acts as follows: first, the cursor is placed over the
geometric to be moved, using the mouse. Then, the space bar is pressed and held down,
which picks the geometric and binds it to the Spaceball. Any forces and torques applied to
the ball now move the geometric. If the ball is pressed or twisted without a pick, input
passes thought to the viewing matrix, providing constant interactive viewing control to the
user, who is expected to have her left hand on the Spaceball and her right on the mouse (or
viceversa) during most of the design session.
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